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PREFACE

This work has for an object a study of the radio communication

system using double sideband amplitude modulation with the carrier

suppressed. This system is distinct from reduced carrier systems in

that the carrier is generated at the receiver with correct frequency and

phase from information derived solely from the sidebands. The whole

of the transmitted power is in the information-carrying sidebands and

the transmitter required can be extremely simple, for instance, a

balanced modulator.

The advantages of the method include an inherent frequency diver¬

sity and homodyne detection which are beneficial in the presence of

selective fading and frequency-dependent transmission path lengths.
A certain degree of interference cancellation is possible depending on

the nature of the interference and adjacent channel selectivity as well

as amplification are obtained at audio frequency. Since the super¬

heterodyne principle need not be used, a number of spurious responses

can be eliminated.

The receiver is considered with regard to lock range, pull-in range,

selective fading and interference cancellation. A method of automatic

frequency control is given which operates in addition to the phase-

frequency control. An experimental receiver was built for the purpose

of investigating these features.

In order to measure the above-mentioned effects, an independent
sideband transmitter was constructed and a new wideband phase
shifter which was developed for use in conjunction with it is described.

It requires bandpass filters with a steep rate of cut-off and the devel¬

opment and construction of suitable mechanical filters is also desc¬

ribed here. This phase shifter should have other useful applications.
The work was carried out at the Institute for High Frequency

Techniques of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich

under the supervision of Professor Dr. F. Tank. The Author wishes to

express here his sincere gratitude for the Professor's guidance and

constant encouragement during the course of the work.

Thanks are due to the staff of the Institute's workshop and in par¬

ticular to Herr W. Figel for his precision work on the filters.

Zurich, October 1961
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CHAPTERi

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

i.i. Introduction

In this work a study is made of suppressed carrier amplitude
modulated radio systems. In the normal amplitude modulation system

(AM) only one third of the transmitted power carries indispensable
information. Although it is true that single sideband (SSB), and wide¬

band frequency modulation (FM) make good use of the power, yet
certain advantages have been claimed for double sideband suppressed
carrier systems (DSB) (1)*. It should be noted that wideband FM

and pulsed systems are not in direct competition with DSB for

terrestrial long-distance ionospheric communication as the large
bandwidth required precludes their use on short waves (2—30 Mc/s).
SSB theoretically requires half the bandwidth of DSB, though this

condition is not always fully realized in practice, and the operating

frequency must be known and maintained to within less than 10 c/s
or so. In addition SSB transmitters are fairly complicated and usually

require repeated critical adjustments. The DSB transmitter is very

simple, equally efficient in the use of power as SSB but requires twice

the bandwidth. The receiver is based on quite different principles
from those usual in practice. It bears a certain similarity to the

homodyne receiver, but derives carrier frequency and phase infor¬

mation from the sidebands. Certain possibilities of interference

cancellation exist, while selectivity and gain are obtained at audio

frequency. Distortion normally caused by selective fading and fre¬

quency-dependent transmission path lengths can be greatly reduced.

Although SSB and DSB are equally good as regards power utilization

and signal to noise ratio, the DSB transmitter is far simpler than

that for SSB.

* Numbers in brackets refer to tht- References on Pages 117—119
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In certain circumstances where bandwidth is not the prime con¬

sideration, DSB would appear to have some clear advantages. As an

example, let us consider communication with a space vehicle. In

general, such a vehicle would have a high velocity relative to the other

station with which it is communicating. The Doppler shift would

have to be known for a SSB system, whereas with DSB the derived

carrier would by contrast be a source of information for the relative

velocity, as the transmitting frequency would be known in advance.

Further, the best possible use must be made of the available space,

permissible weight and the power supply. With regard to space and

weight the DSB system has the advantage while the power efficiency
is the same as with SSB. In the interests of reliability the simpler
DSB would also appear to have an advantage.

Phase-locked systems are being used for the detection of weak

AM and FM signals in noise in a near-optimum manner. In the case

of the AM signal the loop synchronizes with the carrier and no use

whatever is made of the sidebands in controlling the local oscillator.

The DSB system achieves the same result and dispenses with the

carrier and its associated power consumption altogether.
A synchronous receiver which incorporates automatic frequency

control and interference cancellation is studied here. This latter per¬

mits it to be used synchronously or asynchronously as a single side¬

band receiver. An independent sideband transmitter for investigating
the receiver is also studied in connection with a new type of wide¬

band phase shifter and associated mechanical bandpass filters.

i.2. Comparison of Modulation Systems

The merits and demerits of the various types of modulation have

been extensively treated in the literature. We shall therefore only

briefly review the main points involved before going on to a more

detailed discussion of double sideband (suppressed carrier) modu¬

lation.

Pulse modulation is extensively used for multi-channel telephony.
The noise performance can be said to be in between that of ampli¬
tude modulation and frequency modulation. Pulse-code modulation

permits unlimited relaying of a quantized signal without any cumu-
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lative effect of noise provided the signal to noise ratio is greater than

about 20 dB. The large bandwidth required by pulse systems limits

their use to UHF and microwaves.

Frequency modulation is extensively used for broadcasting and

mobile communications of all types. A large proportion of the total

radiated energy is in the information-carrying sidebands as compared
to amplitude modulation. The method possesses an important inter¬

ference suppressing property. Since amplitude limiting is used, noise

appears through its effect on the signal phase. If the noise amplitude
is smaller than the signal, then the noise modulation index will always
be less than one. As the signal modulation index can be 100 or more,

then the phase deviation produced by noise of half the signal ampli¬
tude is, for example, 0-005 of the signal deviation. Since modulation

index decreases with increasing modulation frequency, pre-emphasis
and de-emphasis are used to increase the modulation index at higher
modulation frequencies, or sometimes a phase-modulated transmitter

is used, where frequency deviation is proportional to modulating
frequency. This suppression will be more effective the greater the

frequency deviation. The bandwidth required is given approximately
by 2(fd -\-fm) where/^ is the deviation and/^ the highest modulation

frequency, being of the order 180 Kc/s for high-fidelity broadcasting
and 40 Kc/s for voice communication. The interference amplitude
caused by an adjacent transmitter is proportional to carrier separation
but the audible interference effect falls off again as the interfering
frequency rises. The use of frequency modulation is in practice
limited to VHF as the bandwidth required is prohibitive at lower

frequencies while indirect ray short wave transmission is not possible
due to the much greater distortion that would result as compared
with amplitude modulation.

Amplitude modulation, simple to produce and detect is used for

medium and short wave broadcasting and to some extent for other

services. The simplicity of the system is an advantage but it is wasteful

of power and compared to single sideband, of bandwidth, which is

equal to twice the highest modulation frequency required. Only one

third of the transmitted power carries indispensable information. For

example, in an anode-modulated Class-C amplifier, the DC supply

provides the carrier power continuously while the modulator supplies
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the whole power required to generate sidebands. Amplitude limiting
can be used to suppress pulse-type interference but there is no noise

suppression as in frequency modulated systems; where intelligibility
only is required and a higher background noise can be tolerated,
there is not so much difference between the two types.

In high-frequency long distance circuits selective fading may

occur, with frequencies only 100 c/s apart fading independently. If

the carrier fades, severe distortion occurs while if its phase shifts

relative to its original position with respect to the sidebands, envelope
distortion occurs. In this case, we may write for the wave

v = A0 sin (u)01 A- g>0) -f- Am sin o)m t sin u>01

where A0 = carrier amplitude

Y2 Am = sideband amplitude

ioJ 2 jt = carrier frequency

0)ml 2 jt = modulation frequency

(p0 = carrier phase displacement.

We obtain

V = (A2 + 2 Ao Am sin <»m * cos <Po + Am2 sin2 ®m^ cos (">„ * — 9>m)

A0 cos (p0 + Am sin com t
where tan~'

q)m
-i,

A0 sin <p0

There are two effects present here. The phase of cos o)01 is modulated

by q>m and the amplitude of the wave differs from the original when
cos (p0 is less than one. If we let <pg = ^r/2 we obtain

v = (A/ + AJ- sin2 (om t)1'^ cos (a>01 - q>„)

cos (o)g t—<p„Ao2+ ^AJ(\~cos2Mmt)
1 \ 1

Af +
-j
AJ j

-
—AJ cos 2 o>m t cos (fi)0 / - <p„)

There is thus a double frequency component in the envelope. If the

carrier is made very large, this becomes negligible and the case is

like that of the suppressed carrier system where the modulation output
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amplitude is proportional to cos <p0. Such phase differences can arise

very easily owing to different transmission path lengths for different

frequencies. Amplitude modulation systems using an amplified or

reconditioned carrier go some way to reducing this effect but ampli¬
tude reduction can still occur if cos <pg<\- The synchrodyne receiver

uses an oscillator which is injection locked to the incoming carrier

and a synchronous detector.

Single sideband communication, essentially the translation of the

modulation band, erect or inverted to another frequency band, is used

extensively for point to point communication. The frequency band is

half that required for amplitude modulation. For fixed services, the

crystal-controlled carrier frequencies are agreed upon and have to be

generated correctly to within about 10 c/s. It is in fact possible to

adjust the carrier frequency approximately aurally as is done by ama¬

teurs. In speech, for example, most of the higher frequency compo¬

nents are harmonically related to the lower ones and the ear permits an

adjustment probably by a similar mechanism to that which enables it

to recognize harmony. It is not possible to perform this adjustment
automatically at the present state of the art and single sideband is only
used commercially when operation at a number of prearranged fre¬

quencies is envisaged. This is one of the drawbacks of the system and

sometimes a pilot carrier at reduced power is transmitted. Other dis¬

advantages are disappearance of the signal during fading (unless diver¬

sity reception is used) and complicated terminal equipment which

includes linear amplifiers and requires skilled adjustment. The suppres¬

sion of the undesired sideband is often incomplete so that it is not

always possible to use a channel which is theoretically free, in the

neighbourhood of another transmitter. Also, most existing single side¬

band equipment is incapable of transmitting phase information, that is,
the transient response is poor. The advantages include full use of the

transmitted power, small bandwidth and relative freedom from the

distortion associated with selective fading and multipath transmission.

Single sideband transmissions with carrier cannot be satisfactorily
received on a normal AM receiver utilizing envelope detection. When

the sideband is of comparable magnitude with the carrier severe dis¬

tortion results. The relative energy content of the higher audio fre¬

quencies is small and this fact has led to various attempts at devising a
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SSB system compatible with AM, or more correctly, a system by means
of which only half the normal bandwidth of AM would be needed and

which could be used with no changes to existingAM receivers and with

little alteration to transmitters in use. Systems using AM for the lower

audio frequencies and SSB with carrier for the higher audio compo¬

nents have been proposed but have many drawbacks.

At the time this work was closing an ingenious system of compati¬
ble single sideband (CSSB) was described by Kahn (2). As has been

mentioned above, a two-component wave (carrier and sideband) is not

satisfactory for AM receivers. It is shown in the article by Kahn that a

three-component wave can be used to provide a low distortion signal
in an AM receiver (apart from the obvious case of a normal AM

wave). The carrier is to one side of the spectrum and there are first-

order and second-order sidebands. By suitably selecting the relative

amplitudes of the components a compromise is arrived at between

envelope distortion and undesired sideband radiation. The amplitude
relationship between carrierjfirst sideband]second sideband at full modu¬

lation is 0-7/1/0-3.
This three-element mathematical model of the wave may be

written as:

e = E [(1 — 0-3 m2) cos m0t + m cos (a)0 + cam) t

+ 0-3 m* cos (ct)0 + 2 wJ t]

where E = carrier voltage in absence of modulation

m = envelope modulation factor

o)0 = carrier angular frequency

com = modulation angular frequency

Since the second-order component needed follows a squared function

of the percentage modulation it becomes negligibly small at low modu¬

lation percentages. This occurs in practice at the highest modulation

frequencies. Thus the bandwidth required is practically equal to the

highest modulation frequency to be transmitted. By studying the

phase modulation occuring in the CSSB wave it is shown that the same

phase modulation may be produced by an appropriate combination of

a pair of two-element waves in conjunction with special non-linear
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circuits. If the resulting wave is amplitude modulated by the modu¬

lation signal a CSSB wave results.

In practice the audio signal is first used to produce a SSB wave

which is then passed through two signal paths each containing a non¬

linear network providing lower attenuation for higher amplitude
levels. In one signal path a carrier is added of amplitude equal to the

sideband amplitude at 100 percent modulation. In the other path a

carrier of twice the sideband level also at 100 percent modulation is

added and the resulting signal is heterodyned to a higher frequency.
The two signals are then mixed and the output limited. After any

necessary frequency translation this is then fed to the low-level RF

stages of the transmitter, where normal amplitude modulation by the

audio signal then takes place. Instead of using the audio input signal
itself for this purpose, a signal derived from the intermediate SSB wave

is used so as to compensate for the phase shift inevitable in the SSB

generation. The CSSB output from the transmitter contains no in¬

herent envelope distortion, its spectrum is practically confined to one

sideband and it can be received on a normal AM receiver.

It should be noted that SSB is a concise term defining the use of the

modulation band erect or inverted after frequency translation. A full

or pilot carrier is not strictly a part of a SSB signal. The correctness of

the CSSB nomenclature could be questioned on these grounds. The

CSSB wave is not compatible in one sense as it cannot satisfactorily be

received by a normal SSB receiver with a product detector. Neverthe¬

less it does resemble a SSB wave with carrier and other components

added. This is however only a matter of definition and of how much

differentiation may be implied by the adjective compatible.
A CSSB signal would be unsatisfactory for the synchronous re¬

ceiver which is studied in this work. At high percentages of modu¬

lation operation may be correct, but at low percentages the receiver

would synchronize between carrier and first order sideband causing
the output to be at half the modulation frequency.

The generation of two sidebands with carrier suppressed is very

simple and is usually the first step in the generation of a single side¬

band. Ring or Cowan modulators are often used, but any balanced

modulator will do. Reception can be obtained by the use of a phase-
locked local oscillator and a synchronous detector. Since there is no
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carrier transmitted, the types of distortion which occur with carrier

fading or phase shift in the case of normal amplitude modulation are

absent. As in the case of single sideband there is maximum use of the

transmitted power. Its division between two sidebands conveys the

additional information of the exact carrier frequency and phase.
As a disadvantage, the required bandwidth is twice as great, though

the advantages of the narrower single sideband bandwidth are not

always fully realizable in practice, due to incomplete cancellation of the

undesired sideband. The suppressed carrier system offers the possibility
of cancellation in the output of discrete interfering frequencies, com¬

pletely when these are confined to one sideband and to a certain ex¬

tent in other cases. Also, the absent carrier frequency need not be

known and the presence of a carrier only alters the synchronization
characteristic ifDC components are carried through in the receiver and

are allowed to contribute a part of the control voltage.There is how¬

ever, a tendency for faulty synchronization to occur between the

carrier and one sideband, though in this case the other sideband acts

as a strong interference signal tending to make the condition unstable.

The use of an automatic frequency control system described in Sec. 2.7

permits the synchronizing loop bandwidth to be made narrower, with

certain advantages. The system has an inherent frequency diversity
and even total fading of one sideband should not interrupt reception

completely if it is for a short period, though synchronization would be

lost. In the experimental receiver described in Sec. 4.2, synchronization
was maintained until one sideband had faded to 34 dB below normal

strength. In practice it would be possible to ensure that synchroni¬
zation be maintained down to a level where the signals are too weak

to be otherwise useful. An important additional advantage is the ex¬

treme simplicity of the transmitter compared to single sideband. There

is, of course, no ideal system, but the suppressed carrier system appears

to possess certain useful characteristics which could find practical
application (1).

As will be shown in Sec. 2.2, the receiver output from both side¬

bands (with ideal operation) gives four times the power output recov¬

ered from one sideband alone. If the noise contributions from both

sidebands are equal, it is easily shown that the signal to noise ratio for

double sideband is equal to that for single sideband. For equal trans-
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mitted powers, amplitude modulation with carrier gives a signal to

noise ratio of one third of that obtained with either of the above

systems. Sometimes it is the peak power that poses a limitation (4).
Under such conditions single sideband is capable of twice the signal to

noise ratio of double sideband, since upper and lower sidebands can

add to give four times the power amplitude of one sideband. With

ordinary amplitude modulation, the signal to noise ratio is only one-

eighth of that with single sideband of the same peak power.



CHAPTER 2

RECEIVER

2.1. General

Under this heading, we may logically include a study of synchroni¬
zation, the effects of noise and interference, selective fading, and fre¬

quency-dependent transmission path lengths. These factors are all of

importance at the receiver where any measures for improvement would

have to be made. The normal transmitter for suppressed carrier com¬

munication is very straightforward, this being indeed one of the

advantages of the system.

BALANCED LOWPASS

FILTER

AU0IO

AMPLIFIER

V,

MODULATOR

v3

,

LOCAL

OSCILLATOR

REACTANCE

TUBE

CONTROL

NETWORK

PHASE

DETECTOR

1/2

SIGNAL

SOURCE

90" PHASE

SHIFTER

BALANCED LOWPASS

FILTER

AUDIO

AMPLIFIERMODULATOR

FIG 2 1 Showing basic diagram of receiver

We shall first treat the receiver generally, assuming that the side¬

bands are of different amplitudes due to fading and that they have

undergone different delays along the transmission path. We shall then

consider some possible improvements that could be made, and lastly,
a method will be discussed whereby certain interfering signals may be

cancelled.
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The basic receiver is shown in Fig. 2.1. The signal is applied to two

detectors where it is demodulated in one detector by using a voltage
of correct carrier frequency and in the other by a voltage of this fre¬

quency shifted through 90°. The resulting outputs are filtered and

applied to a modulator stage whose output is shown to contain a term

proportional to the sine of twice the phase error of the local oscillator.

This voltage may then be used to synchronize the local oscillator.

When the phase is correct, one output has its maximum value and the

other will be zero, if the signal consists of two sidebands of equal
amplitude.

2.2. Method of Operation

It is helpful in understanding the mode of operation of the receiver

to consider it as a servomechanism or regulating system. A general
block diagram for a servomechanism is shown in Fig. 2.2, (3). For

comparison the receiver is shown as a regulating system in Fig. 2.3.

It may be thought of as a Type 1 servo system. From a comparison of

the diagrams it can be seen that the actual "output" of the receiver is

the regulated local oscillator frequency. In fact the modulation signal
output which is what we would normally wish to obtain from the

receiver is a by-product of the comparator system. In what directly
follows, "output" will be taken to mean the regulated oscillator out¬

put, while the frequency and phase information of the original carrier

used in obtaining the sidebands is the input quantity. That the carrier

itself is absent and that the information is only available indirectly in

the coded form of the sidebands is irrelevant to the principle of

operation.
Let the (absent) carrier frequency be identical with the local oscilla¬

tor frequency and let there be zero phase error. Then the output from

the phase comparator to the reactance control unit will also be zero

and the oscillator frequency will remain equal to the input frequency.
Now assume a step change to take place in the carrier phase used for

generating the sidebands in the transmitted signal. An error voltage
will be applied to the reactance control altering the frequency which

will then cause the oscillator phase to advance or retard until it is again
identical with the input. Due to the integrating action the system will
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continue regulating until identity of phase is re-established. If we now

allow the input frequency to rise somewhat, then the input phase will

be continually advancing. Again an error signal will be produced caus¬

ing the output phase also to advance. The system will settle to a con¬

stant phase error with the output frequency identical with the input
frequency. The higher the system gain the smaller will the fixed error

be for a given deviation of the input frequency.

INPUT ERROR CONTROL

ELEMENTS

CONTROLLED OUTPUT

REFERENCE COMPARATOR SYSTEM SIGNAL

FEEDBACK

ELEMENTS

FIG. 2.2. Showing a block diagram of a servomechanism or regulating system.

'

SIGNAL INPUT

SIGNAL OUTPUT

PHASE DETECTOR

RC FILTER

REACTANCE

CONTROLFILTERS OSCILLATOR

90° PHASE

CARRIER

OUTPUT

FIG. 2.3. Showing a block diagram of the receiver with its elements in the configuration
of a servo system. (Compare with Fig. 2.2.)

If now the input phase were to undergo rapid perturbations though
the average input frequency were to remain constant then the output

phase would be more stable than the input phase. This is due partly to

the RC filter and partly to the integrating action of the oscillator. If the

phase variations are too great, there will be loss of synchronism. For
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some critical frequency of phase variation the feedback may become

positive, in which case the variations may be magnified and instability
may result. Very slow variations of phase will be followed by the

system. The properties of the system are such that it can be locked

onto a coherent signal in the presence of strong wideband noise pro¬

vided the approximate frequency is known. Thus in the present

application the noise may be so strong that the demodulated output

signal becomes useless, yet the oscillator may be made to remain syn¬

chronized in the presence of even stronger noise.

With given circuit constants there will be a certain range over

which the system will be able to maintain the correction, holding the

local oscillator frequency to the desired value. This is termed the lock

range. If the mistuning be increased further the system will fall out of

synchronism (in much the same way as a synchronous machine falls

out of step when the load torque becomes too great). A steady state

then exists in which the oscillator frequency undergoes non-linear

perturbations (see Appendix 1). If the error is again decreased, these

perturbations will become slower and slower until at a certain value of

mistuning (pull-in range) the system will again lock to the signal. Even
within the pull-in range, this process requires a certain time for its

completion.
We shall now proceed to consider these points in more detail. In

order to simplify the algebra, we shall at first assume that the input
consists of two single side-frequencies. We shall show later that the

results thus derived are equally applicable to signals consisting of

sidebands.

We shall first consider the general case where the receiver local

oscillator is at a different frequency to that of the absent carrier. For

this part of the analysis, a phase g? is assumed and as the frequency is

initially different, gp will be varying. The frequency difference d which

is included in the oscillator frequency term will be required later and

can for the time being be regarded as equal to zero.

Let 0)0I2ji = correct carrier frequency

mm/2jr = modulation frequency

8 = equal phase shift undergone by sidebands in oppo¬

site directions
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(5/2 n = frequency error of local oscillator

qi = phase error of local oscillator

A, B = amplitude of sidebands

E = amplitude of local oscillator output

K\ = constant of the modulators.

Higher products removed by the filters are left out for simplicity.

Input = A cos (o)0 / + com t + 6) + B cos (co0 /— (dmt— d) then

1 1

vi = — KXAE cos {dt + q>
— e~oimt) + — KXBE cos (f>t + rp + d-\-G)„t)

1
= — K\AE cos (dt-\- (p) cos (o)m t

+ — ^iBE cos (dt + tp) cos (o)m t

1

1

KrAE sin (<5 / + q>) sin (<»w / + 6)

KxBE sin (dt + <p) sin (coOT / + 6)

— K1E[A* + B* + 2ABcos2 (d / + <p)P cos

\a>mt 0 — tan"3
A—B

A +B,
tan (<5 / + q>)

When d = 0 and qp is constant, this represents the modulation signal

output.

Similarly,

p2 =
_i Ki E[A2 + B* - 2 AB cos 2 (6 / + y)]K cos

ft)« t — d — tan -!
5—^

tan (<5 / + w)
\B+A'

It is seen that this output disappears when <5 = <p = 0 and v4 =5.
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Further, multiplying v\ by vz, we obtain

1
v3 = Ki* K2 E* -ABsm2(dt+q>)

1
+ _(A2 + B2)sm2(dt+q>)cos(comt+6)

+ — (B2 — A2)cos2(dt+g>)sm(oomt+d)
8

where K^ is a phase detector constant.

The second and third terms contain frequencies of the order of the

modulation frequencies. The first term, considered with 6 = 0, re¬

presents a voltage
yiKi2K2E^ABsin2(P

and is used to obtain synchronization. When the frequency error varies,

this regulation is a dynamic process, with typical pull-in and lock range

characteristics.

When several modulation frequency components are present

simultaneously, that is when the signal input to the receiver is of the

general form

£ Ancos [(o)0 + con)f + 6ri] + Bvcos [(m0 — a>v) t - 6V]
)) = 1,2,3,...

then it can be seen from the foregoing that the signal output will be

v'x^ — K-lE [AJ + Bn* + 2AnBv cos 2(dt+ <p)]H cos

ri = 1,2,3,.
oo„/ + 0„ — tan-

At) — Brt

Ar] -\- Bri
tan (8t + <f)

The phase detector is assumed to be an ideal multiplicative mixer and

we shall represent its two input voltages resulting from the multiple
sidebands (following the low-pass filters) as

v'l = £ — KiE[Avcos (6 t+ q> - 6V - (ovt)

v = 1,2,3,... + Bv cos (61 + q> + dv + a>v /)]
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A* = 1,2,3,... +Bllsm(dt+<p + 9fl+^t)}

The phase detector output voltage will then be

»'a = ~K^K2E^ £ AUAV {sinp^z+^-C^+ ^Z-O^-eJ

- sin [(»,* - wv) / + 9^ - 0V]}

+ ^M ^v {sin [2 (<5 * + <p) + (a), - coAt) / - 8M + flj

- sin [(fi)^ + wj / + e/t + 6V]\

+ Av Ba {sin [2 (<5 / + <p) + (o)ft - o)v) / + ^ - ftj

+ sin[(©^ + ftgz + 0u + ej

+ ^ Bv {sin [2 (<5 / + g>) + (a>(l + (»v) / + ^ + 6V]

+ sin [(<»,* - »v) ' + % ~ 0V]}.

Clearly, all terms with coefficients having suffixes fi =£ v must re¬

present alternating components. These are attenuated by the RC

filter between the phase detector and the reactance control. Their main

effect is to act as interference in the phase control loop. In addition if

a particular fading condition were to arise such that

and B„ $> A.f where ,« ^ v,

then faulty synchronization of the local oscillator to the arithmetic

mean frequency of the components represented by Av and B could

momentarily occur. This would cause the output signal voltage to

contain a component of angular frequency y2 (co„ + cov), a value not

present in the original signal. Considering the case when fi = v = r\, we

find that the phase control voltage is

Yi—K^K2E^At]Bnsm2q> volts.

n = 1,2,3,...
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Thus a DC component in the output is only produced by equal modu¬

lation frequency components in the signal and quadrature channels,

both derived from the same sideband pair. It can thus be seen that the

operation is basically the same with sidebands as with two discrete

side-frequencies.

2.3. Synchronization

The treatment of the phenomenon of synchronization is similar to

that used for the synchronization of oscillators and the same approach
will be used.

STATIC

PHASE ERROR

I I I I L

0 TT 2TT

FIG. 2.4. Graphical representation of steady-state phase error. Local oscillator frequency

is plotted as a function of (reference phase) — (oscillator phase) = ipj for various free-

running frequencies 0)s ,
0)'s

,
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Let the reactance tube modulator have a control constant S radians/

sec per volt. In general we shall follow the notation used in the exten¬

sive literature on synchronized oscillators. The voltage range of the

phase demodulator is

± y4 Ky* K2 E2 AB or a total change of V2 Kx2 K2 E2 AB volts.

The lock range is then % K\2 K2 E2 ABS radians/sec.
A physical idea of the steady state phase error can be obtained from

the diagrams in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. It can be seen that in contrast to the

case of normal synchronization of oscillators with a single reference

o

3

II

3

VI

3

1
1

CK

GE

k ///"K'"~ >i

'2f \\\
"^ \, V

1111

'l
^JiW7 '

/ rJ

FIG. 2.5. Showing the steady-state phase error of the receiver local oscillator. The dia¬

meter of a circle represents the lock range while the position of its centre is at the free-

running frequency. The intersection of a radius with the line a = ft), is a possible locking

condition when it occurs in a stable area of negative feed-back.

frequency, the local oscillator may synchronize in phase or at 180° out

of phase. This does not affect the receiver output. The pull-in range

cannot be greater than the lock range but it may be smaller. The pull-in

range required will depend on the frequency stability of the transmitter

and receiver. It is not desirable to make the lock range greater than

necessary, since if it is too large, and if the receiver were to be synchro¬
nized to a strong signal it may become impossible to tune to a weaker

signal on an adjacent channel. The receiver would have to be tuned so

far away from the strong signal that the weaker signal would be passed
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over. The performance in the presence of fading will also be better

when thepull-injlock range ratio is greater. When it is locked to a strong,

slightly mistuned signal, the receiver may be operating satisfactorily
even if the pull-in range is small, but when the signal fades, however,
it may fall out of synchronism and remain in that condition. When

operation is at a fixed frequency with a stable local oscillator this con¬

dition may not be so important and other advantages may be gained
while allowing the pull-in range to become small. These will be dis¬

cussed later. The conditions necessary to ensure a pull-in range

bearing a certain proportion to the lock range will now be discussed

for various control networks between the phase detector and the

reactance control element. We shall neglect the effects of time delays
introduced by the modulator circuits and the low-pass filters.

Case of Direct Connection

This case has been treated for a synchronized oscillator by Labin

(5) and

Pull-in range = Lock range.

In contrast to the usual case of a phase-locked oscillator, a direct con¬

nection is not very practicable with the receiver. Sideband asymmetry

or mistuning give rise to AC components in the control loop and

therefore a filter should be used.

Case of RC Filter (6), (Fig. 2.6a).

We have E2 (1 +Ja> CR) = Ex

11
^^2

.
E2 E\ .„ ..

or more generally, + = (z.l)6 '
dt RC RC

V

where E\ represents the phase discriminator output and E% is the

input voltage to the reactance control element.

Let ft)0 / 2 jv = correct carrier frequency

cos 12 71 = controlled local oscillator frequency

(Oj/2 jv = difference between local oscillator free-running fre¬

quency and carrier frequency.
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(a)

R

-Wv f o

T= RC T,- R, C

T2=(R| + R2)C

Mi¬ «)R

le

T
l/LC = < RC = 2^/con

«

(d)

'4?K

T,= RC,

T2=(C,*C2)R
(c)

FIG. 2.6. (a), (b) and (c) showing control networks for the phase-lock servo loop. The

transfer function is

E1= 1 + pTj

Ei i + p r2'

The equivalent circuit for the system is shown in (d).

<P = f((»o — <t>s)dt

and Q = ljRC

We then have
dtp
—- = (0„

- M

at

and
d2cp du>s

dt* dt
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Remembering that the reactance control constant is S, we can write

d2cp
_

da>s
__

„dE%

dt2 dt dt

or ——

—

— SE% -\- C\, where C\ is a constant.

dt

Since at E2 = 0, C\ = a^, then ^£2 = a>d — —
•

dt

Substituting in Equation (2.1),

dlH + Qil — Qo)d + — K12K2E2 ABS q sin 2 y = 0.
^/2 o^ 4

Letting § =2cp

x = (Lk12K2E2ABSq\A t

2q
~

K12K2E2ABS

4<ad

Kx2 K2 E2 ABS

we obtain ^Li+a^i+sin§ = 0 (2.2)
d v2 d x

The apparent inconsistency of dimensions is due to the fact that % is a

dimensionless relative time, defined in terms of the network time con¬

stant. This differential equation has been solved by Giger (7),* who

gives a curve relating the minimum value of a which will ensure syn¬

chronization for a given value of ft (which in this case represents fre¬

quency off-set) regardless of the initial conditions (Fig. 2.7). At the

edge of the lock range, that is ft <\, synchronization is assured for

a = 1-1931 ^ 1-2. This result is valid for ft plus or minus.

Using the published solution for the equation, we can so dimen¬

sion the RC network as to ensure a certain desired ratio of pull-in to

lock range, provided of course, that other disturbing effects are negli-

*
see Appendix I.
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FIG. 2.7. Curve for the system described by the equation

—5 + a —2 -f- sin $ =- p

giving ao, the value of a which will ensure synchronization for a given \$\. The area be¬

tween the curve and the a-axis represents certain synchronization regardless of initial

conditions, (7).
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gible. For the synchronization of oscillators to a single frequency (as in

colour television) the phase detector output is (ideally) DC when

synchronization has occurred and it has been shown that outside the

locking range, the phase detector output consists of a series of ex¬

ponential waves (9). In the case of the receiver, we have in addition a

term of modulation frequency in the phase detector output when

synchronized (except for the condition of zero mis-tuning and sym¬

metrical sidebands), and of approximately modulation frequency when

outside the lock range. In the experimental receiver used the inter¬

ference caused by this term was the main factor in determining the

RC filter cut-off frequency.

Case of Lag Networks

In the case of the control networks shown in Fig. 2.6b and c, we

have

E1 l+pT2

Using the same reasoning as that used in the derivation of the case of

the RC filter, the resulting differential equation is found to be

d*q>
,

1 /, TXK^K2EABS
„

\da>
71 ' 1 — • cos 2 q> I —

dfi T2\ 2 Jdt

-\ • sin 2 (p — -Jt — 0.

4T2 T2

It is seen that this leads to Equation (2.2) when T\ = 0.

As the coefficient of — contains a function of q>, this equation cannot
dt

be brought to the form of (2.2).There is at present no known analytic
solution to it.

Approximate results for a phase-controlled oscillator with such a

control network have been derived by Gruen (8). According to his

measurements
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In operational notation the differential equation for the control

loop is then

pq>-\- KF{p) sin 2 q> = p ipx

If we let sin 2 q> -=« 2 <p, we have

p <p2 + 2 KF(p) y2 = 2 KF(J>) <pi

(2.3)

(2.4)

First considering the case of a direct connection for which F(p) = 1,
we obtain for the system response to a unit step change of the input
phase

2K
£f<P%{t) =

p(p + 2K)

where ^ denotes the Laplace transform.

Resolving into partial fractions we have

&n(t) = —
l

<P2(/)

p P + 2K

\—e-2K>

and therefore

assuming that

the initial detuning is zero.

If now the input phase is varied sinusoidally the system response is

q>2 1
(y'co) =-

gpi 1 -\-jmj2K

Now the response of an RC filter is given by

K
out

V,n
0'«)

1

1 +7 to CR

where \\CR is the cut-off frequency. It can thus be seen that the control

system behaves as an RC filter with respect to variations of the input

phase reference and has a cut-off frequency of

(Dc = 2 K radians/second.

It has been shown that in such systems the mean square phase error
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caused by random interference is proportional to the noise bandwidth

which is defined as

B
''+C0

— (./ (0 )

2

doj (2.5)

This is the bandwidth of an ideal filter with a rectangular bandpass
characteristic which would pass the same mean square noise. Substi¬

tuting the j a> response obtained above, the integration is performed
to yield

B = 2 ji K radians/second.

For the networks shown in Fig. 2.6 b and c

F{p)
^+pT2

where T\ and T2 are as defined in Fig. 2.6. The transient response is

then

/ L ——

^

.(t) = \-e
' I cos V'l — ^2 ww/— 77=^ • sin [/I — ^s ca, / I

\<pi\ \ l'l—C2 /

1 T
whereft)„2^2^r/r2andL qj„^= 4- K —

.

2T2 r2

2 l 1 2 K
The time constants are then 7\ = —-

— and T2 =
<»» 2 K co„2

The parameter £ determines the damping. £ < 1 represents under-

damping (oscillatory), £ = 1 is critical damping and £ > 1 represents

over-damping. A rule of thumb is to make 4 > £> 1 in order to avoid

sluggishness in the system response.

Since ^L = 11 and 7\ > 0,
2K \+2K Ti
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2K

we have the maximum value for —— when T\ = 0 (single time-con-

2 K

stant RC network)

^

= 2£.

For a fixed value of co„ as the system gain increases to infinity we have

("n A

2 K min

The transient response for these two limits is shown in Fig. 2.8(a)(8) for

£ = o-5.

The frequency response of the system with these control networks

obtained by substituting the transfer functionF(p) into Equation (2.4)
is found to be

(2.6)

This is shown in Fig. 2.8 (b) (8) for the limiting values of —-

2 K

for £ = 0-5. For £ = i/2, coc «=- a)„ radians/second.

Substituting from Equation (2.6) into the expression for the noise

bandwidth (2.5), we have

(p2, s

— (y»)
=

1 f2yC-(l
W" \

7
to«\ 4^/

l+2;^-(^y

from which
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Now i£coJ2K-4 1, then

= 2 jt oo„ — = 0 for minimum, whence f = —

d£
n

2? 2

With this value, the noise bandwidths for two limiting cases are

B

2K

B

IK
l

= 2no)„ and

•0

= 2jvK.

The bandwidth and gain constant of the system can thus be adjusted
independently using the lag networks (Fig. 2.8), (8). The equivalent
network exhibiting the same characteristics is shown in Fig. 2.6 d (8).
If the oscillator drift, static phase error and noise bandwidth require¬
ments are known, then T\, T2 and K can be determined for the system

design. For an RC network, the results are obtained by setting 7\ = 0

in the above expressions. When the receiver is compared with the case

of a phase-controlled oscillator synchronized to a single frequency, it

is seen that for a given K the receiver has twice the bandwidth. This is

due to the phase comparator output being proportional to sin 2 90

instead of to sin q>.

Useful results are given by McAleer (9) who has treated phase-
locked oscillators from the servomechanism point of view. The pull-in
time has been given by Richman (10) as being

4 {Initial frequency off-set)2

(Noise bandwidth)3

This expression is obtained by assuming that the filter capacitor volt¬

age does not change appreciably during each period of the pull-in
cycles. It is not valid right up to the limits of the pull-in range where

the pull-in time becomes infinite.

It would be possible to make the phase comparator output become

a linear function of the phase error, though the nature of the signals
does not permit the use of flip-flop circuits or other techniques used

in the phase control of pulse circuits. A wave-shaping circuit which
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could operate even with small variations of the input amplitude would

be required. Such a triangular characteristic could be reali2ed using an

arrangement of diodes or non-linear resistances.

It is interesting to note that the method of deriving a phase control

voltage from (FM) sidebands has been used for another purpose,

namely, to regulate the centre frequency of a FM transmitter (11).

2.4. Fading and Frequency-dependent Transmission-Path Length

The main effects of fading are a reduction of the sensitivity of the

synchronizing loop, reducing the lock range and the pull-in range.

Fig. 2.9 shows the influence of the fading of one sideband on the lock

range and on various initial values of pull-m range. The different cur¬

ves for the pull-in range correspond to different filter time-constants.

The ratio pull-in range j lock range increases with fading. This must

clearly be so since a which determines the fractional pull-in range varies

as yK while the lock range varies directly as the loop gain factor K

(Sec 2.3). As synchronization is lost between signals, operation must

0 7 0 6 0-5 0-4 0-3 0-2

RATIO OF SIDEBAND AMPLITUDES A/ B

FIG 2 9 Showing the effect of selective fading of one sideband on the lock range and

various initial values of pull in range The curves are normalized with lock range = 1 for

symmetrical sidebands A family of curves is obtained by varying the phase lock filter

time constant as parameter
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always be within the pull-in range. It is therefore particularly useful

that the pull-in range is less drastically affected by fading. The curves,

normalized with lock range = 1, were calculated using the published
solution curve (Fig. 2.7) for Equation (2.2), (7).

Further, it can be seen that the noise bandwidth decreases with

fading in the case of no filter between phase detector and reactance

control. In the case of the lag network with the damping factor £ = y2

it will be seen that at large signal strengths, the noise bandwidth B will

be reduced in proportion to ]/K whereas at smaller signal levels B

varies directly as K. The control loop cut-off frequency also drops with

RATIO OF SIDEBAND AMPLITUDES A/B

FIG. 2.10. Showing the effect of one sideband fading on the signal and quadrature chan¬

nels for several values of frequency off-set. The hysteresis effect indicated by the arrows

on one of the curves occurs when the pull-in range is smaller than the lock range.
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fading. It should be noted that it does not matter whether the sidebands

fade asymmetrically for these changes: only the product of their

amplitudes is relevant.

With fading, the detected output is also reduced, firstly owing to

the reduction of input signal and secondly since the reduction of lock

range is equivalent to a greater frequency off-set, the phase error will be

increased, reducing the output still further. This leads to a rapid loss of

synchronization after a certain point. Fig. 2.10 shows calculated curves

for the signal and quadrature channels with fading of one sideband,

with the curves labelled in terms of mistuning. The graph is valid

only when traversed from left to right unless pull-in range = lock range.

This condition cannot always be realized here since sideband asymme¬

try causes the phase detector output to contain an AC component of

modulation frequency, thus necessitating the use of a low-pass filter

which will reduce the pull-in range. When the curves join the line

marking loss of synchronization the signal thereafter becomes a com¬

plicated mixture since the local oscillator frequency is no longer con¬

stant but "hesitates" periodically near the correct value and then

undergoes a rapid excursion away to return again at a repetition rate

of about twice the difference between the free-running frequency and

the desired frequency. This is exactly analogous to the process which

occurs in the case of phase-controlled synchronized oscillators.

As the receiver parameters are so dependent on signal strength it

would clearly be an advantage to have an efficient AGC system. There

are also other practical advantages to be gained by using AGC,

(Sec. 4.2).
Another effect is caused by variation of the virtual height of

ionospheric layers with frequency. For two different frequencies re¬

presenting a given modulation component in the two sidebands the

difference in transmission path length may vary from zero to many

kilometers, being very large near the critical frequency (28). If these

delay differences are small compared with the rise and decay times of

the modulation then a phase shift only will result. In the previous
calculations for the receiver we have assumed that the phase difference

is divided equally into + d and — 6 between the sidebands. We shall

now justify this assumption. If we have two side frequencies co\, and

£02 where toi > &>2, and if the higher frequency wave be delayed by a
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time t\, we have a phase lag of coi t\. If we choose a new point in time

as our reference lagging the reference point in the lower side frequency
by t% we can make the lead of the lower side frequency equal to the lag
of the upper side frequency, or

If the frequencies are high as is usually the case we may write

The results obtained with this substitution will only be correct for

changes which are slow compared with the loop transient phase re¬

sponse, a condition which will usually be fulfilled in practice.

Typical rise times for the lower frequency components of speech
are of the order of 10 milliseconds with decay times of about 100 msec.

The upper components have rise times of the order of less than

1 msec. Delay time differences are therefore unlikely in practice to do

more than alter the phase of sideband components. With other types
of modulation signal though, the delay difference could become com¬

parable with rise times. Thus if the modulation is a sine wave of fre¬

quency f and a rapid change to fm% were to occur, then if the time

delay difference between the sidebands is sufficiently long, the receiver

will synchronize between the two. In that case the output will change

from/OT1 to y2 (fmi +/«2) and finally to fm2% If at the start of a signal
the sidebands arrive with a time delay then the start of the synchroni¬
zation process will be delayed until both sidebands arrive.

2.5. Interference

There are two ways in which an interfering signal may make its

presence felt. It may appear directly in the output, or it may interfere

with proper synchronization. The behaviour of the receiver with

regard to interference which can be represented as a phase change in

the input reference is indicated by the transient and sine-wave responses

derived earlier, (Sec. 2.3). An interfering signal Pcos (m01 -\- to,-1)

appears in the output as % Ki PE cos a>i t and as y2 ^1 PE sin co;-1 in
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the quadrature output. It produces a term y, Ki2 K2B2P sin 2 a>j( in

the phase control voltage.
The choice of system bandwidth is a matter of compromise. A

narrower bandwidth causes greater susceptibility to interference in¬

troduced at the reactance tube input, of which the above is an example.
It confers an advantage, however, in another respect. If a carrier is

present, the receiver may synchronize wrongly between the carrier and

one sideband. In this case, however, the derived reference frequency
is not constant but is situated midway between the lowest sideband

component of sufficient amplitude and the carrier, and will vary as the

modulation varies. A narrower system bandwidth reduces the ability
of the receiver to follow such changes. It may in practice be preferable
to provide a choice of bandwidths according to which type of inter¬

ference is more objectionable, bearing in mind, however, the reduction

in pull-in range consequent on the use of narrow bandwidths. An

addition to the circuit will later be described, which would permit the

use of narrower lock ranges.

2.6. Detector

The detector used here is the homodyne or coherent detector.

This type has been fully treated by Tucker (12) and has been used in

the synchrodyne receiver, where a local oscillator is synchronized by
the incoming carrier by frequency pulling. It is assumed that the opera¬

tion of the detector is not influenced by the signal, but is determined

by the local oscillator voltage, which performs a switching action. For

optimum operation of the detector with respect to signal to noise

ratio (j (Sec. 2.2) should be zero. The use of the automatic frequency
control described in the next Section (2.7) would tend to reduce the

static phase error (p by reducing the mistuning. The signal detector in

the receiver under discussion can take the form of a multi-grid mixer

tube, since the output of interest is at audio frequencies. In other cases

where a DC component in the output is of interest other forms have

to be used. The phase and frequency control detectors used in the

receiver are examples. Tucker (12) has shown that when the output re¬

quired is DC, the signal to noise ratio at the output of the detector is

improved over that existing at the input by a factor of )/2.
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z.-j. Frequency Control

If the system bandwidth is narrowed to reduce the faulty carrier-

sideband synchronization mentioned earlier, the lock range is reduced,

raising the stability requirements for the local oscillator. It is possible
however to introduce a frequency control which operates similarly to

the well-known Automatic Frequency Control (AFC) except that the

control voltage is derived differently. If in Fig. 2.11 output p2 is

differentiated, we obtain

V4 = —- = — Ki AE (d — o)m) cos (dt + q
— d — o)m t)

dt 2

+ ^-KxBE{d + a)J cos(dt+q>+0+ (om t)

If this is multiplied with v\ in a modulator, we get

1K,2 K3 A2 E2 (6 - o)J + -1 Ki2 K3 B2 E2 (6 + ojm)
8 8

-f- AC components of higher frequency

= 1KJ K3 E2 [6 (A2 + B2) + a)m (B2 _ ^2)].
8

When the sideband amplitudes are equal, we thus have a DC control

voltage varying linearly with the frequency error which may be used

to control frequency by means of the same reactance-tube stage as is

used for phase control. If the sidebands are of unequal amplitude, the

component com (B2 — A2) may cause some mistuning. If an inter¬

fering signal Pcos(o)0 + C0j)t is present, it produces an error voltage
in the frequency control of '/4 P2 E2 Ki K3.

2.8. Interference Cancellation

Refering to Fig. 2.11 we have already shown in Sec. 2.2 that

1
vi = — Ki AE cos (6t + (p

— 8 — iom t)

1
+ —Ki BE cos (<5 / + <p + 6 + mm t)
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1
v2 = — K\ AE sin (d t + gr

— 6 — a>m t)

1
+ __Xi ££ sin (<5 / + (f + 6 + com t)

V2 is to be shifted by 90° relative to v\. We must ensure that the terms

in brackets are of positive quantities, and if we assume a>m > 6, we

should preferably write

1
vx = —KiBE cos (a>mt + 0-f dt+cp)

1
+ —Ki AE cos (a)m t + d — d t — q>)

1
p2 = _^i BE sin (mm t + d + 6 t + <p)

1
— —Ki AE sin (cow t + d — 6 t — q>).

We can now represent a 90° phase shift by adding 90° to the terms in

brackets and obtain

vt = (2,2 + 90°)= —KxBE cos {a>mt + 6 + d t + q>)

1
— —KiAEcos (a)mt + d — 6 t— q>).

When this is added to v\ we obtain

Ps^KiBEcos (a>mt+d + dt+(p).

This result has been known in other connections for a long time (13).
Its significance here is due to the possibility of complete suppression
of any interference on the A sideband. The process can be reversed

and interference on the other sideband can be suppressed by shifting
v\ or z>2 by 180° and adding as before. If interference on one sideband

is so severe that synchronization is lost, reception could continue if the
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frequency off-set is maintained by some other means to within about

10 c/s, as is usual in single sideband practice.When this sideband can¬

cellation is employed, the signal output is of course reduced, but the

signal to interference ratio may be improved.
Time did not permit an investigation to be completed of other

cases where the interference is divided in some other manner between

both sidebands.



CHAPTER 3

TEST APPARATUS

3.1. Transmitter

The transmitter needed to produce the required double sideband

signal with suppressed carrier is a balanced modulator, with associated

amplifiers. In the experimental set-up, however, we would like to

investigate the system performance with sidebands fading independ¬

ently and undergoing different phase shifts and transmission delays.
It is true that in the case of sine wave modulation the signal could be

simulated by two oscillators with a frequency separation equal to

twice the modulation frequency. This representation would only be

valid for the simplest type of modulation and the side frequencies
would not have a fixed relationship between them. Although one

cannot speak of a fixed phase relationship between two different

frequencies a change of phase in the detected output could not be

related to a change of phase in one of the sidebands unless they were

to be derived from a common source. In consequence, it was decided

to build an independent sideband transmitter covering a typical audio

frequency bandwith. We could have employed balanced modulators

with sharp filters to separate the sidebands and thus obtained independ¬

ently modulated sidebands. This method has the disadvantage that

the filters would have had to be made for different frequency bands

with their attenuation curves intersecting precisely at the carrier fre¬

quency. In addition, the relative time delay undergone by the side¬

bands would vary with the exact position of the carrier relative to the

filter response curves which may, for instance, vary with temperature.

It would be somewhat difficult to attempt the construction of mechani¬

cal filters with attenuation curves crossing at a predetermined point.

Instead, two filters are produced for the most convenient range for
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their construction and the sidebands are derived in another way using
the phase shifter described elsewhere (Sec. 3.2). The filters do not have

to be similar, though it is more convenient if they are, since a common

local oscillator for both phase shifters can then be employed.
The arrangement used is a double single sideband transmitter

(Fig. 3.1). The balanced modulators suppress the carrier and it can

easily be shown that for exact phase shifts and equal voltage inputs to

the modulators, each signal appears on only one sideband. The phase
shift at the carrier frequency can be produced very exactly, but the

wideband audio phase shifter presents some problems. We shall con¬

sider the more general case when the phase shifter has phase and ampli¬
tude errors.

BALANCED n

MODULATOR

M
ADDING

NETWORK

90' PHASE

SHIFTER
SIGNAL 1

SIGNAL

SOURCE

90'WIDEBAND
PHASE SHIFTFJ

t 1
I

ADDING

NETWORK

CARRIER

OSCILLATOR

90* WIDEBAND

PHASE SHIFTER

PHASE SHIFTER

ATTENUATOR
SIGNAL 2

ADDING

NETWORK

**
,

-v+BALANCED

MODULATOR

FIG. 3.1. Basic diagram of the independent sideband transmitter used. One signal source

is used as shown dotted. The attenuator thus reads the attenuation of one sideband

directly.

Let the local oscillator voltage be proportional to cos ca01 and let

the modulation signal voltage be proportional to cos com t. We ob¬

viously need consider only one modulation signal. Let us assume that

after passage through the phase shifter, the signal becomes

V\ = C cos (o)m t + ip)
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where 2\p is the phase shifter phase error and DjC is its output

amplitude ratio = R.

1
We obtain v3 = — KiC {cos [(a)g—a)m)t—ij)] + cos [(co0 + a>m) t + ip\}

1
and vA = — KiD {cos [(©„—coJ z1 + ip] + cos [(o)0 + toJ /—i/>]}

Letting a)i = o)0 — ft)OT and 0)2 = 0)0 + 0)OT

we get t-5 = _ Kx (C2 + D* + 2CD cos 2 <yj)% cos

f
. (C — D\ ])

{(H\t — tan^1 Itani/) j.
I [\C+Dj HI

—^1 (C2 + Z>2 — 2 CD cos 2 <(/;)* cos

0)2/"— tan
— 1

tan w

D-C)

I
(

Thus ideally, with no phase and amplitude errors, one sideband can¬

cels out.

In this case, the desired to undesired sideband output voltage ratio S

is given by

_

1 + i?2 + 2 i? cos 21/>
~1 + j?2 — 2Rcos2y

Ideally of course R should be equal to one, but if

R = (1 -f- y) where y <| 1, then for ip <= 1

4
we have S2 m

.

(2 V)2 + r2

For the phase shifter used here,

„,
l + JF2 + 2i7cos2g)3

,
.

2Fsm2q>3

R2 = — 1± and tan 2 w = ^

\ + F2-2Fcos293 \-F*

where F = filter attenuation in the phase shifter, and gp3 = an un¬

restricted parameter in the phase shifter.
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For small 903, we can derive the relation

cos 2 y~ (1-8 F2<p32).

If we expand the expression for R2 with the above value for cos 2ip
and substitute into equation (3.1), we obtain

1 + 2F+3F2- IF* - AF9z2 - 14F>32
F2 + 4F3 + 6F* - 2F2(p32

for F <^\ and g?3 <^ 1.

This result shows what a small influence the choice of cps has on the

suppression of the undesired sideband, causing at most a very slight
deterioration when it is larger. For small F and qp3 this reduces to the

interesting result:

F

This indicates that if a given filter is used directly to remove one side¬

band substantially the same suppression ratio is obtained as when

using the same filter in this phase shifter in the phasing method of

single sideband generation. Thus the compromise choices available in

the phase shifter between phase and amplitude error by variation of

gP3 may be useful in other applications but are not important here.

The advantages in using the arrangement described may be sum¬

marized as follows:

— The sidebands are modulated independently, permitting the intro¬

duction of different time delays and amplitudes.
— The phase shifts undergone by the sidebands are identical in so far

as the phase shifters as units are identical.

— The sharp bandpass filters may be made for the most convenient

frequency for construction, with the same undesired sideband

rejection as if they were used directly at the working frequency.
Also, they need not bear any precise relationship to one another.

For the introduction of a time delay or phase shift in one sideband,
it may be more convenient to do this at a frequency higher than audio.

A very convenient point is just before or after the bandpass filter in

the phase shifter (Fig. 3.6) where the signal appears as a low radio

frequency.
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3-2. Phase Shifter

The system described here to generate independently modulated

sidebands requires the use of networks giving a 90° phase shift over

the band of modulation frequencies. Passive networks have been de¬

vised which approximately fulfill this requirement over restricted

frequency ranges (14, 15, 16).

Vr

i > v.

ii'v.

FIG. 3 2 Phase shift network

<-,

<,—
1

*3 1& < R

FIG 3 3 Circuit for obtaining a frequency-dependent resistance
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It was decided to experiment with various other possible arrange¬

ments for obtaining the phase shift and two new methods are de¬

scribed here. The first method, although rather limited in scope is of

some interest. Some experiments were performed, but it was not devel¬

oped further. The second phase shifter described is the one that was

developed for the present work and presents interesting possibilities.

First Phase Shifter

The network shown in Fig. 3.2 with a resistor in the position Z is

used to provide a variable phase shift with a constant output voltage.
The phase shift is not constant with frequency. With any impedance Z,
it follows from elementary considerations that

_
1 — /' (0 CZ

ZpA = -i p1

the phase shift being tan -12 m CZ\ (1 - co2 C2Z2).
Thus we have a 90° phase shift when Z is a resistance of magnitude

1/(0 C and in order to provide a phase shift constant with frequency Z

would have to vary. The output voltage is in any case constant for all

values of resistive Z.

One way of approximating this requirement is shown in Fig. 3.3

which represents the circuit forAC only.The admittance at the left-hand

terminal pair is a conductance of value G =gmlgm2 a2 LCR where gml

gm2 are the mutual conductances of Vi and V2. There is a susceptance

as well but this can be neglected ifj to CR << 1.

Thus we have a conductance of the form

G = K x (frequency)2 where K is a constant.

Referring to Fig. 3.4, let

Y2 = Kf2,wheiefis the applied frequency.

We have for the characteristic admittance
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If we let F2/4Fi<l

then Y0 ~ ]/Y\Y2
and as Y2 = Kf*
therefore Y0~\fKY^-f

Of course, in practice it may be rather difficult to achieve this. A

simple approximation is to add just one conductance in series with the

frequency-dependent element and one in parallel. Fig. 3.5 shows

graphs for the function G = 10_3/21wmhos with different values of

series conductance. It can be seen that a good degree of linearity may
be achieved even with this simple arrangement. For instance, with

Gseries= 1500 ,ii mhos, the error from linearity in the range of 300 c/s
to 1200 c/s is 1*5 in 1000. The intersept of the extended straight line

approximation with the zero ordinate gives the value of parallel con¬

ductance to be added, in this case 150 fj mhos. If the required value of

K cannot be achieved by the circuit of Fig. 3.3, amplification may be

introduced to increase the conductance, but this must be accomplished
without phase change.

w-

Y,
_/V\A—o-f-MA | -W f "-VV r-

Y2/2 Y2 Y2 Y2

T T T 1_
FIG. 3.4. Frequency-dependent resistance approximation.

In order to check the stability of the circuit we shall calculate the

loop gain. Let the anode slope resistance of both valves be Ra and the

mutual conductance gm. Since V2 must also be supplied with HT we

shall assume an anode load resistor Rj to be in shunt with the input
terminals. The anode slope resistance of Vi may be taken to include

the equivalent loss resistance of the coil L. Assuming that the series
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combination of R and C places a negligible load on V2, the complex
loop gain is found to be

G=_
gJRJRfRcoCcoL

(Ra + Ri) (JcoL + Ra) (1 +jcoCR)

_gm2Ra2R/RcoCcoL[(coLcoCR-Ra)+j(coCRRa+ coL)]

(Ra + Ri) [{Ra -co Leo CRf + (co CRRa + co Vf\

The phase angle is therefore given by

co .L co CR — R„
cos 59 =

[(co2 L2 + R2) co*C2R2 + R2 + co2L2YA

Noting that co CR <z 1, we obtain

lim cos q> ^ — 1 or <p <=& n

This represents the case of high j2 which would be aimed at in practice.
The admittance consists of an almost pure conductance with practi¬
cally no susceptance component.
The phase shift with very low Q is given by

lim cos w ^ — -r= or cc ^ (jr ± —
*

i/y
^

v 4

The ambiguity can be resolved by considering sin cp. For 0<jg< 00

the phase conditions for oscillation cannot be fulfilled since

jr/2 < cp < 71.

The circuit will therefore be stable even with lossy elements. Parasitic

elements not shown in the circuit diagram may however cause spurious
oscillations to occur.

Instead of a frequency-dependent resistance a frequency-independ¬
ent reactance could also be used for C (Fig. 3.2). Dielectrics with

frequency-dependent dielectric constant, however, only exhibit this

behaviour at much higher frequencies.
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Second Phase Shifter

This phase shifter uses a different principle to the present methods,

and is theoretically capable of providing any desired phase difference

between any number of outputs to a degree of accuracy depending on

the characteristics of the filters used in it (17).

Fig. 3.6 shows a schematic block diagram of this arrangement for

the particular case of a 90° phase shifter.

1

SIGNAL MODULATOR
LOWPASS

FILTER

t
LOCAL

OSCILLATOR
MODULATOR

BANDPASS

FILTER

'>

90* PHASE
-

LOWPASS

FILTERSHIF TER

FIG 3 6 Basic diagram of the new 90° phase shifter

The signal is used to amplitude modulate a local oscillator fre¬

quency, the carrier being suppressed. Of the two resulting sidebands,

one is selected by a filter If the local oscillator frequency is sufficiently

high, the upper or lower sideband could be used, if the local oscillator

frequency is just above the highest signal frequency, however, then

use of the upper sideband would be preferable to attenuate residual

signal through the modulator This single sideband is then demodu¬

lated using the same local oscillator frequency. From the resulting

components, the modulation signal is then recovered by a lowpass
filter. The phase of this output is found to vary as the phase of the

local oscillator voltage used for demodulation, in the same direction

or with opposite sign depending as to whether the upper or lower

sideband is used. This is the reason why one sideband alone must be

used since in the combined output from the two sidebands, the phases
cancel leaving a signal whose phase is constant and whose amplitude

depends on the phase of the demodulating carrier.
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The phase shifter is shown in a more general form in Fig. 3.7 where

we assume that the detecting signal has some phase q> with respect to

the carrier used in obtaining the sidebands.

Let cos com t represent the signal input voltage, cos o>01 represent

the local oscillator voltage and K^ be a modulator constant.

f

«? %
"l

ACTUAL PHASE SHIFTER

SI6NAL MODULATOR > *

BANDPASS

FILTER

SIGNAL SOURCE

'

[
-

'

PHASE

SHIFT f,
DEMODULATOR

PHASE

SHIFT <f>2
DEMODULATOR

PHASE

SHIFT ft,
DEMODULATOR

.

V

LOWPASS

FILTER

gUTPUT LOWPASS

FILTER

OUTPUT OUTPUT LOWPASS

FILTER

LOCAL

OSCIL LATOR

FIG. 3.7. More general form of the phase shifter or single-phase to poly-phase converter.

Then p2 = KA cos (co0 -\- a>„) t + K^ cos (eo0 — a>m) t

Assume that the bandpass filter alters this to

PKA cos (&)„ — coJ / + QKi cos (w0 + com) t

After demodulation and the low pass filter, this gives

1 1
H = — PKi cos (am t + q>) + — <2K4 cos (mm t — <p)

1 1
=
—KA (P + Q) cos (om / cos <p + —X4 (£ — P) sin mm /sin q>

= —^4(JP2+^2 + 2Pgcos2(P)^cos
4

uQ-P\
(H„t — tan-1 — tanqp

j2 + ^'
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Letting the phase shift tan~1 (— | tan w = 6

\q+PJ

we have in the case of two detectors using voltages proportional to

cos (co0 / -\- (f3) and cos (cag t -\- ^4) a phase difference (0i — 62),

s
(Q - p

(tan<p3 — tan<p4)
'

v 0+ P
where tan (0i — 92) = —

(2 — P\2
1 + ( — ) tan w3 tan m

[£ + P!

The amplitude ratio of the two output voltages is given by

\p2+J2* + 2P£cos2g>J

In the particular case of a 90° phase shifter we have, say

(Ti = 9>3 + it12

P2-P2

giving tan (0! — 02) —
,^

2P£sm2q>a

and i? =
/^2+jg2 + 2-Pi2cos2y3Y
\^2+52-2P5cos2g)3

If we let j3 = phase error from 90°,

2 /*jg sin 2 g)3
we obtain tan/9:

Q2-P2

If we designate the attenuation produced by the filter F = P(Q, we

may write for a 90° phase shifter

/l + i72 + 2Fcos2q}Zy*

(2 i7 sin 2 q)3

,\+F2-2Fcos2 (p3

and |3 = tan

1-/72

By expanding these expressions in a series it can be shown that for

g>3 <$ 1 and .F <; 1 then
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R = \ + 2F+2F2-6F3-4F<p32~UF4-8F2q<32--
^l + 2F+2F*

and the phase error is given by

{} *& 4Fg>s radians.

No notice has been taken of phase shifts occuring in the mod¬

ulators, intermediate amplifiers, bandpass or lowpass filters. If the phase
shifts in both channels are identical after the demodulators, they have

no influence on the relative phase of the two outputs. The phase shift

occuring in the bandpass filter does however have an effect when the

attenuation of the undesired sideband is small, that is, for the lowest

signal frequencies. Since the carrier frequency should be positioned on

the flank of the bandpass curve, where the relative attenuation for a

given small excursion of frequency on either side is largest, the phase
shift will be substantially the same for both sidebands. The different

delays undergone by the two sidebands when one is located in the

passband are of small importance since the attenuation should then

be sufficient to make the errors given above negligible.
Curves of the above functions are shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.

Ideally the phase shifter should give two voltages of equal amplitude

differing by 90° in phase. It is seen that for a non-ideal filter, the out¬

put amplitude ratio can be made to remain constant, as the phase
error assumes its largest value, while the phase is always 90° for the

condition of greatest disparity in output voltages. Any combination

in between is possible, depending on the relative importance of phase
and amplitude errors in the particular application. It is assumed that

the filter produces a constant phase shift.

The value of ripple in the filter pass-band is the same as that of the

whole system, while the system bandwidth equals the filter bandwidth.

This is excluding the lowpass filters which do not have to fulfil any

stringent requirements and can be made maximally flat and as wide¬

band as desired, as well as neglecting the reduction in amplitude at

very low modulation frequencies.
The position of the local oscillator frequency with respect to the

filter attenuation curve alters the type of frequency characteristic

obtained. This is a matter of compromise. Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show
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FIG. 3.8. Showing the phase shifter output phase error as a function of the filter attenua¬

tion F, for various values of the parameter qa.

1-0 0-9 0-8 0-7 0-6 0-5 0-4 0-3 0-2 0-1 0

F

FIG. 3.9. Showing the phase shifter output voltage ratio R in dB as a function of the filter

attenuation F, for various values of the parameter qs.
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curves for the cases of maximum phase error and maximum amplitude

error, that is q>3 = 0 and <p3 = jr/4 respectively. The filter is assumed

to be a single ideal section of attenuation ampers
= 2 cosh-1 Q where

Q is the normalized frequency, the filter bandwidth being equal to 1.

The errors are plotted against normalized modulation frequency Qm,
for various values of normalized carrier frequency Q0. It can be seen

that in both cases, if the error at a given frequency is to be reduced,

then a larger error will have to be tolerated outside the range. Of

course different filter characteristics produce different curves, but

generally the character is similar since the slope of the attenuation

0 01 0-2 03 04 05 06 0-7 0-6 09 K)

FIG. 3.10. Showing the phase shifter phase error from 90° as a function of normalized

signal frequency Qm with filter bandwidth = 1, for various values of normalized carrier

frequency Q0.The filter attenuation characteristic is assumed to be a (nepers) = 2 cosh—1 Q.

These are maximum errors for (p3 = ?t/4, the output amplitudes being equal.
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characteristic usually drops off as the frequency moves away from the

edge of the pass-band unless a rejection frequency is included. In

practice, the performance of the phase shifter would be far better

than that suggested by the curves where a simple single-section filter

has been assumed in the calculation.

Positioning the carrier frequency on the flank of the filter curve

although increasing the relative attenuation between the sidebands

also decreases the absolute value of the desired sideband for small

modulation frequencies. An equalizer network may be introduced

before the phase shifter, without affecting its performance otherwise,

provided it does not become overloaded. The use of balanced modu¬

lators is preferable since although the carrier should only contribute

3 -r

0

\
0

\
n Mi

V.

o 15

4

°-n

— _

ji*^^
jj"*""'*-.

i

«4§T^—

0 0-1 0-2 0-3 04 05 0* 0-7 08 09 1-0

FIG. 3.11. Showing the phase shifter output voltage ratio R as a function of normalized

signal frequency ilm with filter bandwidth = 1, for various values of normalized carrier

frequency Q0.The filter attenuation characteristic is assumed to be a (nepers) = 2 cosh—1 Q.

These are maximum values for R with q 3 = 0, the phase shift being exactly ,t/2.
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DC in the output it may also affect the signal output phase if its ampli¬
tude is large.

In addition to the use to which this phase shifter is put to in this

work, it should find numerous other applications, particularly as it

can be made to produce any number of outputs at any desired phase.
One case would be that of a wideband single-phase to poly-phase con¬

verter. Here, <p^ could be so chosen that the phases are always correct,

down to the lowest frequencies, while the amplitude variation could be

eliminated by sufficient amplification followed by limiting. Controlled

rectifiers could thus be driven to produce power. In the case of an

almost constant frequency no bandpass filter need be used, as a null

network could be employed to reject the single side-frequency. Such

a single-phase to poly-phase converter would be extremely simple.
It should be noted that the principle of demodulating a voltage by

using two phases of another voltage is not new and has been used, for

instance, in a well-known method for regulating the centre frequency
of a frequency-modulated transmitter using a motor with a two-phase
stator to rotate the tuning capacitor (28). This arrangement does not

shift the phase of a given signal but provides an output at the difference

frequency of two inputs. In the phase shifter described here, the out¬

put frequency is always equal to the input frequency exactly.



CHAPTER 4

PRACTICAL WORK AND

MEASUREMENTS

4.1. Transmitter

The transmitter circuit is shown in Fig. 4.1. As described in

Section 3.1 it consists of two balanced modulators whose outputs are

added together. The audio signal and RF voltages are applied to the

modulators with 90° phase shifts. The audio signals to each sideband

are combined in adding circuits preceding the modulators.

Ring or Cowan modulators are often used as balanced modulators,
but use has been made here of the new deflection tube Type 7360. This

possesses the advantages of not requiring symmetrical signal sources

and of providing some gain. The manufacturer's figure for carrier

suppression is 60 dB. The RF voltage is applied to the first grid
while the audio signal voltage is between one deflecting electrode and

earth. The tube is balanced by altering the DC voltage of one elec¬

trode relative to the other. The voltage dividers from which these

potentials are derived should have approximately the same internal

resistance since this reduces the effect of supply voltage variations. The

12 K£2 resistor common to both circuits is also helpful in this respect.
Such a balanced modulator would normally work into either a filter

selecting one sideband or into a tuned RF transformer for double

sideband suppressed carrier generation. In that form it represents a

very simple and effective transmitter for the communication system

forming the subject of this work. Since currents to both anodes are

derived from a common electron beam, the arrangement possesses

inherent symmetry. In the experimental transmitter the outputs of two

such modulators must be added together and an asymmetrical output
is required. The transformer used for this purpose must be quite
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symmetrical with respect to stray capacitive coupling. Suitable toroid-

ally-wound transformers were made using ferrite rings. An excellent

material is available in the form of tubes for antennas. Rings were

sliced off and polished to form cores about 10mm across. The second¬

ary is in two oppositely wound halves with the outsides earthed

(since these are closest to the symmetrical primary). Using such a

transformer it was just possible to attain 60 dB carrier suppression,

although the balance point is dependent on the audio input level and

about 40 dB is nearer the figure that can be expected in practice. The

sideband and carrier levels were measured using a Collins communi¬

cations receiver with S-meter previously calibrated in terms of input

voltage.
The outputs from the modulators are then applied to the adding

stage. This consists of two pentodes with a common load, consisting
of a broadly tuned circuit. The combined signal is then amplified and

coupled to the receiver. A loose coupling is provided to the monitoring
receiver. Correct cancellation naturally depends on the gains of the

two halves of the adding stage remaining equal, and in order to help
ensure this the high tension supply is stabilized. This section of the

transmitter is very carefully screened.

The RF voltage from the General Radio signal generator is first

amplified and then applied to a cathode follower stage with a phase

shifting network as a load. The accuracy of the phase shift depends on

the elements having pure reactances and resistances. It is therefore an

advantage to work at a low impedance level. This is done here and the

impedance at the network terminals is 100 ohms.

This is not a suitable value for the cathode follower load and is

hence transformed to 400 ohms resistive by a resonance impedance
transformation. At first, another type of phase shifter was used, con¬

sisting of a 20 fiH inductance in parallel with a5K2 variable resistor,

both in series with a 100 pF capacitor. This is perfectly effective but

requires careful adjustment every time the frequency is altered. The

present arrangement is more broad-band.

The audio inputs to the two sidebands must be added together
and a feedback adding arrangement is used. It can be shown easily that

this causes the input resistance to become very low and at the same

time, the gain is stabilized. This is particularly important here, since
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sideband cancellation depends on the levels being accurately main¬

tained.

The voltage input to the modulator is of the order of a few volts,
and considerable trouble was experienced with shielding. Eventually
the transmitter was dismantled and rebuilt on two separate screened

chassis. The smaller chassis contains the adding stage, amplifier and

voltage stabilizer. Even so, the 60 dB carrier suppression quoted was

not achieved with both modulators and 40 dB is the approximate
value. The procedure is to turn each modulator on in turn and adjust
the carrier to minimum. The value of the adjustment potentiometers
was progressively reduced and fixed resistors were added until a fine

adjustment control resulted. With both modulators on, the voltages

change a little and the minimum must be re-adjusted, using all four

controls. Modulating signal is then supplied from one phase shifter

and using the amplitude and phase controls on the phase shifter, one

sideband is cancelled out. As monitored on the Collins receiver, un¬

wanted sideband cancellation was 30 dB below the desired sideband.

The procedure is then repeated with the other phase shifter. One

phase shifter is then supplied directly from the signal source, the other

through a calibrated attenuator, which then reads the attenuation of

one sideband directly.
The deflection tubes were fairly stable after a warm-up period of

an hour or so, though trouble was experienced due to stray magnetic
fields from the mechanical filter biasing magnets. This also occurred

with the phase shifter modulators and was eliminated by the use of

mu-metal tube shields.

4.1.1. Phase Shifters

The diagram of Fig. 4.2 shows the circuit of the phase shifters. Two

such identical units were made. The signal is applied to the deflecting
electrode of a Type 7360 beam deflection tube, the same type as that

used in the transmitter. The auxiliary carrier of about 100 Kc/s is

suppressed and the two resulting sidebands appear at the secondary
of the symmetric to asymmetric transformer. As in the case of the

transmitter, this is also toroidally wound on a ring core of Ferroxcube.

Although direct coupling is no problem at 100 Kc/s, capacitive cou-
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pling with the core was sufficient to make balance impossible. Earthing
the core and the use of a carefully designed shield remedied this.

Although the two controls provide a carrier balance and a gain balance,
it is not possible to match the higher derivatives of the characteristic

curves of the two halves of the system. There is thus a small harmonic

component in the output.

Considering the modulator output, if

Vi cos 0)0f+P2 cos (o)0 ±(Dm)t+ v3 cos (a0 ± 2 0)m) t

represents the (small) carrier and the two sidebands with their har¬

monic components, and if the filter selects the upper sideband we get

v\ cos (oBt-\- v'z cos (a)0 + G)m) t + v'z cos (co0 4- 2 com) t

This consists of a carrier of angular frequency (eo0 -f com) and two

sidebands. Since the carrier balance point varies somewhat with the

modulating voltage, unbalance occurs during the modulation cycle
and some carrier is always present. As a result of this effect, the upper

sideband selected by the mechanical filter consists of the desired wave

modulated to a small depth by the sidebands mentioned. The effect of

this is that the second harmonic distortion is carried through to the

output while the carrier contributes a D C component.
After suitable amplification the signal is applied to the mechanical

filter, with the carrier frequency positioned on a flank of the attenua¬

tion curve.The amplitude of the input to the filter must be restricted

so that the transducer is not driven into a curved part of the charac¬

teristic and so produce further harmonic distortion. Further amplifi¬
cation is required after the filter and the signal is thereafter applied
to the first grids of two heptode mixers. These are used as demodu¬

lators and are supplied with the carrier frequency in quadrature to each

other. Of the resulting combinations, the signals are selected by

maximally flat low-pass filters and after amplification represent the

output. Apart from the small errors due to non-ideal band-pass filters

(Figs. 3.10,3.11) any other variations can only occur from dissimilar¬

ity after the demodulators. Care must be taken to make the circuits

and low-pass filters as nearly identical as possible.
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The carrier voltages for the demodulators are derived from the

input in one case and through a phase shifter in the other. This consists

of a phase splitter with equal anode and cathode resistors feeding an

RC circuit. It can easily be seen that this arrangement provides a volt¬

age of constant magnitude and variable phase.
The phase shifters have a useful frequency range of from about

300 c/s to 7 Kc/s which could be extended by using other filters.

4.1.1.1. Mechanical Filters

The phase shifter used here requires a bandpass filter with similar

characteristics to the niters used for single sideband selection. As shown

in the section on the transmitter, the rejection of the undesired side¬

band will be approximately proportional to the filter attenuation. By

positioning the phase shifter carrier on the flank of the filter curve,

just far enough from the edge of the passband so that the lowest

desired frequency is just in the passband, we obtain a flat response for

the desired range. It was decided to design for a passband of from

300 c/s to 7 Kc/s in this particular case, and to aim for a rejection of at

least 30 dB unwanted sideband rejection at 300 c/s. There would then

be about 20 dB rejection at 200 c/s. Naturally, the rejection at higher

frequencies would be better. As has been mentioned already, filters

used for single sideband afford some guidance as to what can be done.

Formerly, crystal filters were used almost exclusively, while more

recently mechanical filters and inductor-capacitor filters of improved
Q have been used. If we arbitrarily specify the permissible ripple in the

passband at 1 dB for a bandwidth of 7 Kc/s at 100 Kc/s, we obtain

using the procedure of Dishal * (18) a filter of 8 stages and a minimum

required Q of about 1000 for sufficient steepness. This is somewhat

beyond the limit of inductor-capacitor niters.

There remains the choice between mechanical and crystal filters.

While satisfactory crystal filters could no doubt have been designed,
the quartz crystals would have had to be ground to specification by a

specialist concern. Since only two filters were to be made, this would

not have been a practical solution. It was felt instead that the work

*
see Appendix 2
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should be capable of being carried out by the Institute's workshop,

especially since there was bound to be a certain amount of experiment¬

ing. For these reasons and for the interest afforded by the subject, it

was decided to construct mechanical filters.

We shall therefore first review and summarize some of the available

literature on the subject here for convenience The basic types of

mechanical filter sections have been treated extensively in the literature.

Since electrical filters and circuits have been analysed m great detail, it

is natural that the subject of mechanical filters should mainly have been

considered in terms of electrical equivalents. The basic filter section

shown in Fig. 4.3 has been considered by Mason (19) and Roberts and

Burns (20). We shall outline these results. A cylindrical rod transmit¬

ting waves in torsion or a thin cylindrical rod carrying compression

waves is equivalent to a section of transmission line. Consider the

sections of line shown in Fig. 4.3, of electrical lengths di, %i and im¬

pedances Z\ and Z<i.

i
,

r

! 8

«»— e2—»-

IN •2 IN

FIG 4 3 Showing basic rrechamcal filter section and electrical transmission line

equivalent (20)
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If we open the section at its centre, we have

2/H~., 02
; tan
—

J
2

02
Z2 — Zi tan 0i tan —

therefore, Zx in
= Z\

j ( Z\ tan — 4- Z2 tan 0i

For a short-circuit at the centre, we have similarly,

02
Z2 tan — + Zi tan 0i

02
Zi — Zi tan — tan 6]

2

The product of these expressions is the iterative impedance squared,

(p2 tan — — (f tan2 -pr tan 0i 4- (p tan 0i — tan2 di tan—

z°2 = Zl2 • ~~T^ fa £
tan — 4- m tan 0i — a> tan2 — tan 0i — g>2 tan2 0i tan—

2 2 2

Zi2 y2 4- 2 y tan 0X cot 02 — tan2 fh

2 1 0
^
— + — • tan 0! cot 02 — tan2 0i
q>2 q>

where w = —

Zx

When Zo has a real component, power can be accepted from the

source, that is, there is a passband. The limits of the ranges of 0i which

make Zo2 positive are given by numerator and denominator roots,

which occur in closely-spaced pairs when <p is very small or very large.

For instance, for 02 = 0i and large q

we have tan2 di = 2 go 4- tp2
from which tan 0 ^ ± (cp 4-1)
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and tan (0' — 6") = —
2 (y + 1)

cp (q>

Id
q

2)

1

<p

Similarly, Roberts and Burns have tabulated a useful list of band-

widths for various practical combinations. They also discuss expedients
for producing very narrow bands, which do not, however, concern

this work. Another approach, based on the impedance transforming
properties of quarter-wave lines, was used for one experimental filter.

This has already been treated extensively in the literature on micro¬

wave filters, and Struszynski (21) has treated the case of torsional

filters.We shall outline these results here for convenience, with refer¬

ence to longitudinal filters. A factor must be introduced relating
change of length to electrical charge in order to take care of the di¬

mensions at the transducer. Since the electromechanical coupling is

very small and the terminations are wholly mechanical resistances, we

do not need to know the magnitude of this coupling coefficient. The

mechanical resonators can again be considered as equivalent to lengths
of electrical transmission line. We shall consider a filter composed of

halfwave resonators (or slugs) connected by quarter-wave necks.

The slugs can be considered as a four-terminal equivalent as shown

in Fig. 4.4. To a first approximation, however, the parallel resonant

circuits can be omitted since they present an open circuit at resonance,

and off-resonance are shunted by the high capacitance (compliance) of

the thin necks. Thus the filter appears as shown in Fig. 4.5.

I

L, C,

•vw> JL—

C, L-
T

4—0

FIG. 4.4. Showing lumped-element equivalent circuit for mechanical resonator.
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R, L, C, L2 C2

/YYYHh X/4

COUPLER

.nr>-Y>_||_
X/4

COUPLER«r:
FIG. 4.5. Filter equivalent circuit.

—- rslK

12
R =

C =

12

L= Z,2Ci

FIG. 4.6. First step in the transformation by the quarter-wave inverter.

L, = L, C. = C,

-^—lh
i

Lc=P2l.3 Cc =— C3 Le =p«L5 Ce = — C 5

A

R,= R, cb°±li~T ^b^CjC^J-U-r- Ud = ftc4
<°3

f\ - ZI2 0, =

23

zs z2 z2 z2

ZL z* z«

FIG. 4 7. Equivalent bandpass circuit. In practice since all resonators were made alike

L\ = Li = etc. and C\ = C2 = etc.
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The quarter-wave lines have well-known inverter properties

y 7 2V
^in

—

^o * load

and Ym = Z/gaJIZ*
where Zg is the characteristic impedance.

Thus a shunt capacitance appears through the quarter-wave inverter

as a series inductance of value L = Zg2 C and a series inductance

appears as a shunt capacitance C = L\Z2.

Fig. 4.6 shows the first step in the transformation. When seen through
the next inverter, the new parallel resonant circuit becomes again a

series circuit and the series circuit L% Ci is transformed to a parallel
one. Carrying through this transformation step by step, the whole

filter can then be represented as a bandpass equivalent circuit (Fig. 4.7)
where the first circuit elements R\, C\, L\ are again obtained by
dividing inductance and resistance values and multiplying capacitance
values by the transformation coefficient of R\. This bandpass filter can

be derived from a lowpass prototype, whose elements may be obtained

from known formulae in the literature (22, 23). For an odd number of

elements (symmetrical filter) this low-pass prototype is for unity cut¬

off frequency and terminating resistances.

Thus each inductance in the prototype low-pass filter must be

multiplied by

0)2 — 0)1

and each capacitance must be divided by Ri (0J2 — ft)i), where Ri is

the actual terminating resistance and 0)2, 0)1 the pass-band limits. The

inductances are then series-resonated with capacitances to the centre

frequency o)0 = |/o)i 0)2 and the capacitances are likewise parallel-reso¬
nated to o)0 to give the band-pass circuit of Fig. 4.7. The values can

then be expressed as

T
R\fl ^^(02 — Ol

La = Li= J-—
Ca
= Ci =

0)2 — 0)1 .#1 0)02/l

Ri (0)2 — 0)1) 1 /2
L,h = qi C2 = — Ch = — L.2 —

(002/2 01 Rl (»2 — Cl)l)
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R\fz ^
1
^

CO2 — ft"i
J^c = Q2J^3= W

=
— •(-3 = — —

(1)2 — OJl 02 A-lft»//3

where f\,fi, refer to the prototype elements, and Ci, -Li refer to the

resonator equivalent circuit, Fig. 4.4. For q±, p> etc., see Fig. 4.7.

It is more convenient for construction to make all the resonators alike,
thus

Since

u-u-.... ..

- L

-C

LC=±-
a>o2

02 = — ,
etc.

h

Since gi, Q2, are denned in terms of the coupler impedances (Fig. 4.7),

-23 :

Jl
= Rx, etc.

I//2/8

As the characteristic impedance of the resonators is

2

n

lL
_

2 o)„i2i/i
C JT (©2 — 0)l)

we can relate the coupler impedances to the resonator impedance, or

since the impedance varies as the square of the diameter, we have the

coupler diameters in terms of the resonator diameters.

If ZjC — Intrinsic Impedance of coupler material

ZIR = Intrinsic Impedance of resonator material

Dcnm = Coupler diameter between resonators m and *

DR = Resonator diameter,
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FIG. 4.8. Basic circuit diagram of the bridge constructed for determining the resonant

frequencies of mechanical resonators. When the specimen resonates, more energy is

absorbed and the impedance of the corresponding bridge arm is altered. The maximally-
flat bandpass filter removes harmonics which otherwise make balance difficult.
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approximate frequency of resonance. A slight unbalance is then caused

by introducing additional resistance in the arm containing the test coil.

At the resonant frequency, the increased loss in this arm increases the

unbalance output voltage. A smaller coil is used for the thinner cou¬

plers. In order to measure the resonant frequency of the individual

resonators in a complete filter, the two adjacent resonators must be

firmly clamped, corresponding to an electrical open circuit. This is

best thought of in this way: if the two adjacent resonators are per¬

fectly clamped, then at the resonant frequency, the two quarter-wave

couplers will transform this condition so that the test resonator will be

free to oscillate. The design of suitable clamps was only achieved after

some experiments. The clamp should apply a large force symmetrically
on as much of the resonator face as possible while not in any way

touching the quarter-wave couplers. It should preferably be non¬

magnetic and must be capable of being fitted to the completed filter

without damaging the finely finished surfaces. To obtain good contact

with the filter surfaces, lead washers were at first used. These, with a

Q of 40, and deforming readily to form close contact would be very

suitable if the lead did not flow out from under the washers and touch

the couplers. Washers of a suitable plastic material were finally used,
with a force of about 250 Kg (550 lb.).Great care must be excercised

in fitting and removing clamps (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10).
A jig was constructed on which the terminations were fitted as

straight lengths of wire. This method permits a more rapid inter¬

changing of wires of different diameters. The rubber latex coatings

necessary for damping were then applied with a brush.

The first filter made consisted of separate resonators and couplers.
It was found that the resonant frequency of a resonator depends on the

diameter. This is probably due to a departure of the propagation from

purely longitudinal and to the coupling ofenergy to other modes as their

frequencies approach the longitudinal resonance. Fig. 4.11 shows the

variation of length required to resonate at a certain frequency as a

function of diameter. The couplers were a push fit in the resonators,

to which they were silver soldered in a high-frequency induction fur¬

nace. This filter was not a success owing to the bandwidth being too

large for the termination to be correct over a sufficient portion of the

band and probably also due to changes in the properties of the Invar
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steel (36% Ni 64% Fe) used. Several other niters for the same band¬

width (10 Kc/s at 104 Kc/s) were made in one piece. The resonators

were individually tuned using the clamps, but there was no way of

checking the couplers. The precise resonant frequency of these should

PARTS
LIST

MATERIAL INVAR BRASS
MILD

STEEL PLASTIC BRASS
PHOSPHOR
BRONZE

MILD

STEEL

DESCRIPTION FILTER CLAMP
BODY

HALF-WASHER,
PRESSURING

WASHER.
DAMPING

WASHER,

POSITIONING
SPRING

tx
«*

Ul

o
CD

OTV - ~ «t r* ~ - <N

u.

uj —

cc

~ " * in u> -

FIG 4 9 Showing the clamp developed for use in measuring assembled filter elements

Two such clamps were used simultaneously
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30°ISOMETRIC PROJECTION

FIG. 4.10. Isometric sketch of the clamp depicted in Fig. 4.9.

3 4

RESONATOR

5 6 7 8

DIAMETER INCHES AND mm

FIG. 4.11. Showing measured length oi Invar cylinder which was required for resonance

at 105 Kc/s as a function of the diameter.
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not have been very critical, however. The terminations used consisted

of about 2 meters of copper wire wound as a spiral with three coats of

latex rubber. Coils at each end provided coupling and small permanent

magnets were used to provide bias to bring the operating point to a

steeper part of the magnetostriction characteristic (Fig. 4.12). Two

magnets symmetrically placed were used so as to minimize the result¬

ant force tending to press the resonator against the coil former, which

5

4

3

2

I

0

0 500 1000

H GAUSS

FIG. 4.12. Showing change in length due to magnetostriction (nickel).

was made of Teflon for low friction. A typical unsatisfactory curve for

the fourth filter made is shown in Fig. 4.13 giving magnitude of the

characteristic. Note that the dotted part of the curve was the original
which included the masking effect of direct magnetic coupling with

the filter acting as a common core to the end coils. A small coil, con¬

nected in opposition in series with the driving coil was then fitted

round the filter and its position adjusted for the greatest cancellation

outside the band. An improvement of about 7 dB may be noted.

The next filter, No. 5, also in one piece and of eight sections was

designed for 6-5 Kc/s bandwith at 104 Kc/s. Though the results

(Fig. 4.14) were in many respects better, the two sharp dips in the

pass-band are too deep to be acceptable. Small sharp pips on the upper

frequency flank were got rid of by very careful re-tuning of the reso¬

nators. It was found that the two pass-band dips could be made to
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disappear if a small amount of rubber was painted onto resonators 2,

3, 6 and 7.

This was not regarded as a suitable result and as a further try, the

length to diameter ratio was altered. Experiment indicated, as may be

expected, that this ratio should be greater. A new filter with the same

pass-band was dimensioned for thinner resonators and couplers. At¬

tempts to turn this in one piece were altogether unsuccessful, the filter

always fracturing after some resonators had been completed. It was

then decided to try a new method of construction. The filter would be

made in separate parts as for the very first case, but the couplers would

be made to fit very precisely into holes reamed in the resonators. In

order to check the coupling provided by the method, two test reso¬

nators were made to the highest accuracy available. One was turned in

one piece together with two half-wave rods on either side, of the same
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FIG 4 14 Showing response curve for Filter No 5
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diameter as the couplers to be used. The other resonator had holes,
into which were pressed similar rods of coupler diameter. These were

then accurately trimmed off to be a half wavelength long. Thus the

same free condition existed at the resonator face as at the ends of the

half-wave rods. When measured, the element with the pressed-in

parts resonated at 100 c/s higher than the other. This is logical since

there is bound to be a small air-gap with material missing at motional

loops and there are no rounded fillets. Then the lengths of coupler
were turned off in both cases, flush with the resonator face. When

measured the resonators exhibited almost the same resonant frequency
difference, providing a check in case the half-wave elements had been

dissimilar. A repetition of this experiment was performed and gave

almost identical results. With respect to the end resonators, a check

was made between a solid part and another with two holes, one filled

with Invar and one with copper, both turned flush with the resonator

face. Again, an increase of 100 c/s was noted. Bearing this expected
difference in mind, 9 resonators were accurately machined and tuned

to 100 c/s lower than desired. The filter was then concentrically as¬

sembled. The terminations used were particularly neat and compact,

consisting of copper wire spirals encapsulated in rubber in flat alumin¬

ium dishes. The filter did not give satisfactory results until the copper

wire terminations were soft-soldered on. It would appear that a suit¬

able dry fit cannot be achieved with copper, which is too soft. The

response curve of this 9-element filter is shown in Fig. 4.15 while

Fig. 4.16 shows the effect of variation of the termination impedance.
Since the limitations imposed by turning a long thin structure were

removed, it was possible to add another section. A great advantage of

this method (apart from the fact that turning was not possible anyway)
is that if a mistake were to occur in turning, the whole filter is not ren¬

dered useless. Also, it results in a precisely known profile at the junc¬
tion surface of coupler and resonator. When turning in one piece, a

fillet however small is bound to occur and it is not possible to guaran¬

tee uniformity in this respect. It was found to be important that the

bottom of the hole in the coupler should correspond closely to the

shape at the end of the coupler.
All the filters up to and including No. 6 had identical elements,

with end half sections. One filter, No. 7 was dimensioned to give a
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Chebyshev response (22, 23) with 0-5 dB ripple in the pass-band. The

coupler diameters are given in Table 1. In fact, the ripple varied from

1 to 2 dB. Consideration of the machining tolerances attainable on the

lathe available shows this to be the most probable cause of the failure

to realize the design values. The design did not give any better results

than the simpler equal-element method and the production is more

complicated particularly in obtaining very exact press fits for various

odd diameters of couplers instead of for one size which can be chosen

(within limits) to match available tools. For these reasons the filter

type used for No. 6 was adopted as the final one. Two filters, as iden¬

tical as possible were made, measured and assembled, Nos. 8 and 9.

They were as identical as could be ascertained and have similar pass-

band ripple to that of No. 6.

<
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95 96 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 III 112

FREQUENCY Kc/s

FIG. 4.15. Showing response curve for Filter No. 6.
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Excessive ripple may be due to a variety of causes Reflections from

the ends of the lossy lines are unlikely to be one. For the lengths of

line used, the frequencies for which an integral number of half waves

occurs are spaced very closely to each other In any case, the lines were

extended to over 3 meters (10') as a check and clamped progressively
closer to the filter. Reflection effects appear for lines shorter than about

1 5 meters. The spiral form used is particularly suitable since it is very

compact and the radius of curvature is greatest at the start, where re¬

flections would be most objectionable. Other reasons for the ripples
are probably insufficient tolerances on the neck diameters, and the

possibility of mismatch, since the terminating lines were available in

diameter steps of 0 05 mm (2 mils) or about 10% impedance steps The

tolerances on the larger diameter of the resonator are not so critical.

The likelihood of this being so can be seen from the following figures

WIRE DIA 0 90mm 35-5MIL5

-FRE0

WIRE DIA 0-85mm 33-5 MILS

FREQ

=> 0
WIRE DIA 0 80mm 31-5 MILS

*-FREQ

Or

-10,

WIRE DIA 0-75mm 29-5 MILS

99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 III 112 113 114 115 IIS 117 118

FREQUENCY Kc^s

FIG 4 16 Response curves for the pass band of Filter No 6 showing the effects of

changing the diameter of the copper wire used in the terminations
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in Table 1. Both sets refer to otherwise identical filters, one with 0-5 dB

ripples in the pass-band, the other with 2 dB ripples in the pass-band.
The latter figure was the one obtained when a 0-5 dB design was con¬

structed (Fig. 4.17).

Dmn denotes the diameter of the coupler between resonators m and

«, in millimeters.

95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 HO III 112

FREQUENCY Kc/s

FIG. 4.17. Showing response curve for Filter No. 7.
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TABLE i

Coupler

for Ripple dB

Difference mm

0-5 2-0

#12

#23

#34

#45

#89

1-295 mm

1-166 mm

1-143 mm

1-137 mm

1-295 mm

1-239 mm

1-148 mm

1-134 mm

1-130 mm

1-239 mm

0-056

0-018

0-009

0-007

0-056

Apart from the end couplers, the difference is of the order of a hun¬

dredth of a mm (0-0004"). The machining tolerances for the resonators

are i 0-005 mm, while tolerances on the couplers are not quite as

good. The difference in coupler impedance between the two filters is

about 10% for the end couplers and 1%- 2% for the remainder. This

could also very easily have been caused by a variation in the properties
of the material used, perhaps by irregular warming during turning, or

by lack of homogeneity in the stock. In conclusion, we may summarize

by saying that two mechanical filters with a satisfactory performance
for the purpose were finally made. One design for 0-5 dB equal ripple
in the pass-band resulted in a filter of 2 dB ripple, the difference being
shown to be probably due to machining tolerances. A more satis¬

factory process would have been centreless grinding.
Attempts at heat treatment which aimed at obtaining a small thermo-

elastic coefficient together with a small expansion coefficient were

not very successful, and the final filters have a frequency variation of

about 40 c/s per
° C, due almost entirely to variation ofYoung's modu¬

lus. This was not considered a serious drawback for a laboratory model.

It was thought better not to mount any electron tubes on the same

chassis as the filter (as in the test jig), to avoid large temperature
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variations. Figs. 4.20,4.21, and 4.22 show some examples of the filters

made and their terminations Fig. 4.23 shows the set-up for filter

measurements. It may be added that great care must be taken with the

shielding owing to the high attenuation. A diagram of the construc¬

tional layout used is shown in Fig. 4.19.

When the two final filters were measured again following a lapse
of three months after their construction, the curves had somewhat

improved (Fig. 4.18). The only apparent change was in the consistency

of the rubber encasing the terminating spirals. This had apparently
absorbed moisture and had become much more sticky and soft. It had

lost its rubber-like springiness and underwent plastic deformation on

being stressed. The other possibility is that of ageing of the Invar

material after machining, leading to a better homogeneity of the

structure.

95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 III

FREQUENCY Kc/s

FIG 4 18 Showing response curve for Filter No 8 The response curve for Filter No 9

was practically identical
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FIG. 4.20. Showing photograph of some of the filters which were made

FIG. 4.21. Showing photograph of the driving end assembly
C Driving coil

F Filter

M-M Biasing magnets

T Terminating unit

W Part of the copper wire termination
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FIG. 4.22. Showing photograph of complete filter unit.

es^llllf1

FIG 4.23. Showing set-up for filter measuiements

A Bandpass amplifier

B Bridge for mechanical resonance with powerful magnet above.

F Interpolating oscillator

J-J Jig with amplifiers for filter tests.

M Output meter

O Signal generator

S Specimens of resonators

T Thermometer

WO Wobbulator

X Crystal-controlled frequency standard

W Annealed copper wire
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4.2. Receiver

The synchronous receiver circuit is shown in Fig. 4.24. After the

homodyne detectors (in-phase and quadrature) the signals are passed
through maximally-flat low-pass filters to audio amplifiers. Both

signals are then applied via asymmetrical to symmetrical transformers

to the phase detector. This is a particularly convenient circuit for use

in conjunction with a reactance tube, for, although it provides no

amplification, its output voltage is zero for no input. The earth side of

this phase detector is taken to a tapping-point on the cathode auto-

bias resistor of the reactance tube, providing a fine-adjustment fre¬

quency control. A pentode is often used as a controlled reactance tube,
but the heptode has several advantages for this application (24). The

availability of separate grids for the feedback voltage and for the fre¬

quency control voltage enables the auto-bias to be adjusted to its opti¬
mum value without it being much affected by the voltage on g^. With a

pentode, of course, the cathode resistor constitutes feed-back which

would reduce the change of reactance for a given change of applied vol¬

tage. In addition, the standing bias must be quite large in order to pre¬

vent grid current from flowing when the control voltage becomes posi¬
tive. A pentode such as the 6AS 6 which has a high mutual conductance

for the suppressor grid could also be used in this manner, but the slope
resistance is altered by varying the suppressor grid voltage.

Data concerning variation of mutual conductance with g3 vol¬

tage are not normally published but as a rough guide, we may assume

a value of 1 mA/V and expect it to fall to about half of this for a few

volts negative on g3. The values used in the phase-shifting network

are 10 pF and 470 ohms, representing a step-down ratio of about 8:1

at the operating frequency of about 4-5 Mc/s. With the assumed value

of 1 mA/V for the mutual conductance, this gives an electronic reac¬

tance of 4-7 pF while the equivalent damping resistance across the

oscillator circuit works out at about 55 K£>, which is negligibly high.
If the two extreme values for mutual conductance are assumed to be

1 mA/V and 0-5 mA/V, and the tuning capacity is 56 pF, then the

change in frequency produced is

4-5 Mc/s x (1 -0-5) mA/V x 4-7 pF per mA/V
_

2x56pF
~~
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FIG. 4.24. Showing circuit diagram of the synchronous receiver with phase control and

automatic frequency control.
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The actual measured curve is shown in Fig. 4.25. When in the course

of experiments the working frequency was varied, it was found useful

to include a 50 ohm resistor in series with the oscillator grid to stabilize

the amplitude of oscillation. In any case, the oscillator anode voltage
is stabilized. The cathode follower and phase shifting circuits leading
to the detectors are quite normal. Two loosely-coupled outlets are

provided for monitoring the local oscillator voltage phase adjustment.
At the same time, the quadrature signal is passed through an

operational amplifier to differentiate it and after amplification is applied
via an asymmetrical to symmetrical transformer to a bridge-type phase
detector. When the other terminals of the phase detector are supplied
with a signal from the in-phase channel the output represents the fre¬

quency control voltage. A switch is included (SiAandSiB)to provide
certain combinations. In Position i (refer to the circuit diagram,

Fig. 4.24) the phase control voltage source is connected in series with

the frequency control voltage source between g3 of the reactance tube

and the cathode resistor tapping-point. This would be the normal posi¬
tion. InPosition2,the phase control is alone operative while Position 3

provides for frequency control alone. Position 4 connects the react¬

ance tube grid to the auto-bias resistor while Position 5 connects it

to a terminal for measurement purposes. The method used in deriving
the frequency control voltage is of course quite dissimilar to the nor¬

mal discriminator method, and there are certain troublesome factors

which make the operation also different. AC voltages are present in

the output and as these must be filtered out a filter of variable time-

constant is included. Dissimilarities in the diodes constituting the

phase detector and asymmetry of the transformers also produce AC

output terms. Balancing resistors were added in all branches to mini¬

mize this effect. Also, the variations of phase in the two channels

feeding the frequency discriminator are different as one channel con¬

tains the operational amplifier and two more amplifiers, causing the

output to vary as the applied frequency increases. As the mistuning
increases, the audio frequencies involved cover a broader band.When

a pure audio frequency is applied to the inputs of both channels simul¬

taneously, the phase detector should ideally produce a DC output

increasing steadily as the input frequency rises. The actual observed

output is shown in Fig. 4.26, and shows the variations due to the causes
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FIG 4 26 Showing frequency error detector output as a function of audio input fre¬

quency to the receiver for different voltage inputs Ideally the output should increase

linearly with increasing frequency, but phase errors and inexact balance in the phase de

modulator cause discrepancies

mentioned above The output voltage with double sideband suppres¬
sed carrier input is shown in Fig. 4.27. It can be seen that that part of

the characteristic which is of interest corresponds excellently with

what is required. However the curves reach their maxima earlier than

can be accounted for by the low-pass filters, probably due to insuffi¬

cient similarity with respect to phase in both channels and to spurious

voltages due to unbalance in the detector The straight portion is, how¬

ever, adequately long and in any case, it would have been desirable to

limit the characteristic so as to avoid the "blotting out" of a large
channel adjacent to a strong signal

The phase detector output also always contains an alternating com¬

ponent, except at the actual point of zero mistuning with symmetrical
sidebands. In practice then, there will always be a component of modu¬

lation frequency and the large pull-in range discussed in the theoretical

section is not practicable. Instead the low-pass filter cut-off is deter¬

mined more by the modulation components. In addition, similar

effects of unbalance and phase dissimilarity in the two channels add

their quota of audio and DC components.
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When the signal is already synchronized and its amplitude in¬

creases, the phase detector will become saturated at some point and

synchronization will only be maintained until these spurious compo¬

nents are sufficiently large to disturb the process. We thus have a

lower and an upper limit to the range of input voltage for which

synchronization can be maintained. In practice, it would be quite easy

to eliminate this upper limit by incorporating some form of quick-
acting automatic gain control. In the experimental set-up, a limiter was

used at the audio input to the transmitter. This proved to be quite
sufficient to prevent the occurrence on peaks of speech and music,

though of course at the expense of some additional distortion.
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FIG. 4.27 Showing frequency error detector output as a function of frequency off-set of

the centre of the modulation band of the applied signal. For the reasons mentioned under

Fig. 4.26 the characteristic is not ideal. However, the centre portion was adequate for the

purpose. Curves A, B and C are for progressively smaller signal input voltages
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Synchronization was confirmed by observing the Lissajous figure
of transmitter oscillator voltage against receiver oscillator voltage.
When the phase control was switched off, the figure rotated quite

freely, even at separations of a few cycles/sec, indicating that there

was no observable stray coupling causing frequency pulling. This

was achieved by very careful shielding, through decoupling and the

use of separate compartments for various parts of the receiver and

transmitter. This absence of stray coupling may be seen from the slow

beats shown in the oscillograms for non-synchronous cases.

It is not necessary here to go into the calculations for the signal
levels throughout the system and the circuit design as these are of a

routine nature. We shall consider the relevant parameters, using the

notation and formulae of the theoretical section on the receiver

(Chapter 2). The reactance tube constant S is 3000 c/s per volt (see

Fig. 4.25) and may be assumed to be linear. Normal signal input

(200 mV RF at the detector grids) gives a phase detector constant of

0-25 volts per radian. This gives a locking range of ± 750 c/s. In order

to reduce the effects of audio frequency components in disturbing the

synchronization process, the RC filter was set to have a cut-off fre¬

quency of 400 c/s.
Therefore we have for the natural frequency of the system

ok
'^A

= 1950 radians/second.
RC

According to the empirical relationship

Pull-in range

Lock range (/ KRC
= 0-41.

This is in fact a, and reference to the curve of Fig. 2.7 gives the more

exact value of

Pull-in range
-

= 0-5.
Lock range

In the measurements made (Fig. 4.28), the observed points are some¬

what dispersed and a straight line approximation for the pull-in
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RATIO OF SIDEBAND AMPLITUDES A/B

FIG. 4.28. Showing the change in lock and pull-in ranges measured as one sideband

fades. The rather wide scattering of the observed points is due to insufficient stability of

the receiver and transmitter oscillators. In theory, the pull-in range does not follow a

straight line as here approximated.

range variation with fading has been drawn. The observed value for

the ratio Pull-in range I Lock range or "Capture Ratio" of 0-6 is in reason¬

able agreement with the value calculated above. For the case shown

in Fig. 4.31 the frequency off-set was about 500 c/s. The time required
for synchronization is then

/= i^Dl = 0-375 milliseconds.

The measured value is about 5 milliseconds. The main reason for this

discrepancy is that the calculation takes no account of the interfering
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terms of modulation products in the control loop or of the low-pass
filters following the demodulators. In the period just before synchroni-
2ation occurs these interference terms are of the same order of magni¬

tude as the control voltage and their effect is appreciable.
The second set of measurements made with the independent side¬

band transmitter is shown in Fig. 4.29, showing the effect of selective

fading on the signal and quadrature channels. The calculated curves

have been given in Fig. 2.10 and the curve corresponding to zero

detuning is repeated in Fig. 4.29. It can be seen that there is quite good

agreement except for the region of high attenuation in the quadrature
channel. In fact, the output voltage in that region, which was measured

with a broadband valve-voltmeter consisted mainly of hum and other

I 0-9 0-6 0-7 0-6 0-5 04 0-3 0-2 01 0

RATIO OF SIDEBAND AMPLITUDES A/B

FIG 4 29 Showing the ln-phase and quadrature channel signals as one sideband fades,

for a very small frequency off set Single sideband reception is represented by the zero

ordinate The output in the quadrature channel below about 10 dB consisted mainly

of hum
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undesired effects. The correspondence of the actual signal was there¬

fore better than that suggested bv the graph. The receiver remained

satisfactorily synchronized until one sideband had faded to an ampli¬
tude of 0-02 of the other (-34 dB).

Next, an electronic gate was constructed. The audio frequency

(1000 c/s) was applied through it to the transmitter while the gate

switching was operated by the delayed sweep of an oscilloscope. The

repetition rate was at about 10 times/sec. Since transmission through

the gate was not quite constant during the sweep, the input voltage to

the transmitter is shown for reference in Fig. 4.30.

The correct process of synchronization is shown in the oscillogram
of Fig. 4.31. The upper trace shows the signal (in-phase) channel with

the quadrature output on the lower. From the initial (pre-synchroni-

zation) voltages, it may be seen that the overall gains are about equal.
Since the initial frequency off-set is quite small, the quadrature output

is almost zero. The time required for synchronization is about 5 msec.

In Fig. 4.32 the local oscillator voltages used in the two demodu¬

lators are not quite 90° apart. Synchronization has taken longer to

establish and the remaining quadrature voltage is fairly large.
The mistuning in the case of Fig. 4.33 is so large that synchroni¬

zation has been lost. In such a case, the local oscillator frequency under-

FIG. 4.30. Audio input to the transmitter FIG. 4.31. Signal (upper trace) and quad-

from electronic switch. rature channel outputs showing correct syn¬

chronization. (1000 c/s signal.)
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FIG. 4.32. Same as Fig. 4.31 but with phase FIG.4.33. Synchronization lost. Local oscil-

error in local oscillator voltages. lator frequency undergoing perturbations.

FIG. 4.34. Synchronization disconnected, FIG. 4.35. Same as Fig. 4.34 but frequency

frequency off-set large. off-set small.

goes periodic variations. The outputs are not simply the sums of two

different frequencies, as is the case when the synchronization is dis¬

connected. This condition is shown in Fig. 4.34. Here it may be seen

that the maxima of each channel coincide with the minima of the other.

When the frequency error is made very small with the synchronization
still disconnected, as in Fig. 4.35, the phase drifts at random. This

shows the absence of stray coupling and pulling between the oscillators.
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A typical music signal is shown correctly synchronized in Fig. 4.36.

The time for synchronization is again of the order of 5 msec. The same

signal with synchronization lost is shown in Fig. 4.37.

Some carrier was deliberately introduced by unbalancing the trans¬

mitter and the receiver was induced to synchronize between it and one

of the sidebands of the 1000 c/s modulated signal. The result is shown

in Fig. 4.38. The main output signal should be at 500 c/s, but the

furthest sideband acts as an interfering signal to produce an output

component of 1500 c/s as well as to disturb synchronization.

FIG. 4.36. Correct synchronization with FIG. 4.37. Synchronization lost, music

music signal. signal.

The electronic gate was then altered so that the audio input

(1000 c/s) to the transmitter increased gradually to full amplitude over

about 50 msec. The frequency was adjusted very carefully so that

synchronization began almost immediately on application of a very

small signal. The outputs of both channels are shown in Fig. 4.39

where the in-phase channel (upper trace) corresponds very closely to

the input to the transmitter. However if the input level is too high,
there is too much break-through of the audio output from the phase
detector into the reactance tube circuit in spite of the low-pass filter.

This effect may be seen clearly in Fig. 4.40, where synchronization is

lost after a certain level of input signal is exceeded. Automatic gain
control and possibly limiting are the remedy.
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FIG. 4.38. Faulty synchronization between

full-strength carrier and one sideband. Other

sideband acts as 1500 c/s interference.

FIG. 4.39. Correct synchronization with

input signal of gradually increasing

amplitude.

FIG. 4.40. Input signal (1000 c/s). Syn¬

chronization starts correctly but ceases when

excessive signal breaks through into control

circuit.

FIG. 4.41.(Asynchronous) Receiver output

with interference cancellation. One side¬

band is incompletely cancelled causing

beats. The synchronization has been dis¬

connected so that the beats may be seen.

In conclusion, we may say that the receiver operated fairly satis¬

factorily on the whole. Signal quality (including transmission through

the twin single-sideband transmitter) was moderate. If the frequency

off-set was not too high, synchronization was sufficiently rapid not to
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FIG. 4.42. (Asynchronous) Receiver output with better cancellation of one sideband. Only
small beats are visible.

FIG. 4.43. Set-up for complete measurements. The filters are placed m between the phase
shifters.

G Signal generator for transmitter

H Output meter

I Sideband attenuator

J Limiter

K Audio signal generator

L Loudspeaker
M Auxiliary carrier generator for Phase shifter No. 1.

N Auxiliary carrier generator for Phase shifter No. 2.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Receiver

Transmitter

Phase shifter No. 1

Phase shifter No. 2

H. T. filterings units

Monitor receiver
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llation to the other sideband a 180° phase shift would have to be introduced in one of the inputs to the adding stage.
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be noticeable on speech or even with percussion music, though with

this last, the input to the transmitter was limited. The automatic fre¬

quency control was found to be particularly helpful on interrupted

signals, such as speech.
The interference-cancelling synchronous receiver was a modifi¬

cation of the normal double sideband receiver. The circuit is shown

in Fig. 4.44. After detection and amplification as before, the audio

signals are shifted 90° relative to one another and added in a feed-back

adding stage. Interference cancellation is the same whether synchro¬
nized or not though in the latter case, the audio output frequency is in

error by the frequency off-set between transmitter and receiver oscilla¬

tors. The automatic frequency control reduces this error to quite small

values. The unwanted sideband suppression may be noted indirectly
from the output. Complete absence of beats in a sine-wave modulation

signal would indicate perfect suppression.
With the synchronization disconnected the outputs from the in-

phase and quadrature channels are shown in Fig. 4.34. This shows a

frequency off-set of about 200 c/s. The output from the adding stage
is shown in Fig. 4.41. Here, the phase shifters are not yet correctly
adjusted, and there is some output from the unwanted sideband.

Fig. 4.42 shows the output with good adjustment of the phase shifts

and amplitudes. Note that the time scales in the last two oscillograms
have been expanded to show more detail.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1. Transmitter

The transmitter was in principle quite satisfactory for the purpose
and performed as expected. A drawback was the long warm-up period
required until the operation became stable, referring to carrier and

undesired sideband suppression. For the first two or three hours after

switching on, frequent adjustment of the controls is required. The use

of low impedance levels throughout minimized stray fields. Provision

had been made for measurements of the effects of frequency dependent
transmission path lengths and though an acoustic delay line was con¬

structed it was not sufficiently developed to permit of this measurement

being carried out.

5.1.1. Phase Shifters

The phase shifters were on the whole also satisfactory. Smaller

tolerances on the stages and low-pass filters following the mechanical

filters would further improve the accuracy of the phase shift. As the

same type of deflection tube modulator as in the transmitter was used a

long warm-up time was also required, with frequent adjustments of a

multiplicity of controls being needed. A further trouble was the fre¬

quency drift of the mechanical filters with the ambient temperature. In

an improved design either filters with a smaller temperature coefficient

should be used, or else the auxiliary oscillator should be stabilized

using, for example, a tuning fork made of the same material as the

mechanical filters, so as to have the same temperature coefficient.

Considerable heat was generated by the equipment during the long

warm-up period which in turn caused the filters to drift further.
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5.1.1.1. Mechanical Filters

The question of temperature coefficient has already been mentioned.

Although the filters were not required to be identical, they were in fact

so similar that the same oscillator could have been used for both. As it

was not convenient to place them together, the drifts were not always
identical and separate oscillators were sometimes employed. The con¬

struction used for the terminations was quite compact, though further

experiment with finer gradations of wire diameter and with different

damping materials would have probably led to improved performance.
The long-term stability has of course not been determined and heat-

treatment should be more elaborate in cases where this is to be relied

on. The previous history of the material is important, since certain

irreversible changes take place continuously, though these are very

slow at room temperature. Certain new alloys apparently more suit¬

able than nickel-iron for this purpose were not available in the time

required, (25), (26) and (27).

5.2. Receiver

As may be seen from the oscillograms, the receiver performance
was in the main as expected. Experiment showed the necessity for cer¬

tain additions and refinements. A method of automatic gain control is

an important adjunct. As an alternative the phase detector input could

be limited in some manner, but this would probably not be as satis¬

factory. The need for such control is due to incorrect operation of the

phase and frequency error detectors when a certain input amplitude is

exceeded (Figs. 4.26 and 4.40). Instability in the feed-back loop can

also occur with excessive gain. It is important, however, that any gain
control used should not affect the overall phase shift or oscillator

frequency.
The type of phase detector used is well-known in servo-mechanism

work and was quite suitable except that performance would probably
have been less sensitive to input amplitude if better unbalanced-to-

balanced transformers had been used. The same applies to the fre¬

quency error detector.
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The oscillator was quite sufficiently stable and isolated from the

remainder of the circuit so as not to be affected by the signal levels. In

a receiver covering a wide frequency range, the 90° phase shift would

be a problem, unless the range were to be divided into bands sufficiently
narrow over which the phase shift would hold accurately enough. Of

course the superheterodyne principle could also be used. A very sat¬

isfactory but elaborate method is to employ a frequency synthesizer

using the techniques described at the end of Sec. 3.2.

5.3. Complete System

Satisfactory measurements were made of general performance,

pull-in time and the effects of selective fading on the signal and quadra¬
ture channels and on the pull-in and lock ranges. Synchronization was

maintained until one sideband had faded to an amplitude of 0-02 of the

other (—34 dB). Oscillograms are also given of the suppression of

interference on one sideband and of the performance with typical

speech and music signals.
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APPENDIX i

The non-linear differential equation

^ll + a^+ sin£ = J9 (A.l.l)
d t2 dt

which represents the behaviour of the synchronous receiver treated in

this work is also of interest in other fields. Thus the motion of a pen¬

dulum acted upon by a constant torque in a viscous fluid or the posi¬
tion of a synchronous machine rotor relative to the rotating field are

governed by this same equation. The colour subcarrier oscillator in

television affords a more recent example of such a phase-locked

system (10). The behaviour of the system can be studied graphically

using the phase-space concept, (see A.A.Andronow and C. E. Chaikin,

"Theory of Oscillations," [29]). Thus the behaviour of a system with

one degree of freedom can be depicted on a phase plane where the

state of the system depends on a positional coordinate x and x. As the

time t varies then x andj = x will be functions of /. x =f (t) and

y = g it) are known as the parametric equations. The velocity of the

point described by these coordinates is called the phase velocity and is

not equal to the velocity of the system which is merely x. The phase

velocity is the plane vector with components x, j or x, x. The particu¬
lar path followed among all possible paths is fixed when a single

point is known. (There is an analogy with the world lines of relativity.)
A graphical construction for obtaining a picture of the paths or a

phaseportrait of the system is the method ofisoclines. An isocline is a locus

of points where the paths have a given slope. The equation must first

be transformed to an equation giving the slope as a function of posi¬
tion. Isoclines may then be plotted and a graphical averaging technique

permits an approximate path to be drawn. Since there is one and only one

path through any point on the phase plane, the phase portrait may be

constructed. (For details of the method, see Andronow and Chaikin,
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op.cit}) As the phase portrait and solutions to this equation describe

exactly the behaviour of our receiver, some points from A. Giger's

analytical treatment (7) are given here.

First the transformation

| = (% -)- jx — sin ~' /?) is performed on

Equation A. 1.1 giving

y
J-+aj-sin(/L—sin-* fl = p (A.1.2)

J dk

where j = —-.

dx

In order to plot the isoclines, the equation

(J + sin (X - sin-»[i)
J =

c -{- a

where c = slope, is used.

Fig. A. 1.1 (after Giger) shows how two types of solution are possible.
A curve starting at A for instance, ends up at a point of equilibrium
Z after a time. For different initial conditions, a curve beginning at Ap
eventually leads to the periodic solution yp of the second type. This

curve jp may be represented by a Fourier series with the average

value of

-L f j (X)dX = JL (A.1.3)
2jt J 2.T <i

As the value of a is increased, the curve yp moves further towards the

abscissa. In the limiting case, for a = a0, yp moves from one saddle

point S to the next. For a > a0 no periodic solution is any longer
possible regardless of initial conditions. This corresponds to the case

of guaranteed synchronization in the receiver.

a0 must then be determined. The limiting curve ypo has an average

value given by Equation A.1.3 and may be represented by a power

series j'po, whereby the approximation must always go through the
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FIG. A. 1.1. Phase portrait of the system represented by the non-linear differential

equation

—* + a —2 + sin £ = fl.
d T2 */t

The direction of the arrows is easily found if it be remembered that y (= /.) is the system

velocity, hence fory positive, for example, X must increase with time.
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points X = 0, A = 2 jr. The derivatives of jpo at the saddle points

may be calculated from (A. 1.2) and made to correspond with those of

j'p0 to n desired derivatives. With due attention to the question of

convergence the values of a0 for various values of B are calculated

from a set of equations obtained by comparing coefficients.

For a curve relating \B\ to a0 reference should be made to Fig. 2.7.

For a > 1-1931, synchroni2ation is assured for | //1< 1, that is, for any

frequency within the lock range of the receiver.



APPENDIX 2

Formulae for obtaining the minimum number of resonators and

the smallest allowable unloaded resonator Q for various types of

filter are given in a paper by Dishal (18). For convenience, the rele¬

vant expressions are given here, together with a short derivation,

using material from M. E. Van Valkenburg, "Modern Network Syn¬
thesis," (30).

Using the inverse arm (constant-k) configuration, it has been

shown that for a given number of resonators (n) and given passband
ripple (VplVv), the sharpest rate of cutoff between passband and

reject band is that obtained by using a Chebyshev-type transfer func¬

tion. This has the squared magnitude form

G12

1

i + e2 cys (o)
(A.2.1)

where e< 1 is a real constant. (Fig. A.2.1)
The Chebyshev polynomial is defined as

T„k)
1

cos (n cos-' ^)
2»-i

A more convenient form here is

as the amplitude of oscillatio i is then unity.
When |^| > 1, then cos-1 % = y'cosh-1 %,

therefore Cn (^) = cosh (wcosh-1 ^), and equation (A.2.1) becomes

G12

1

1 + e2 cosh2 [n cosh- x <a)
(A.2.2)
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FIG. A.2.1. Chebyshev magnitude response.

BW.

BW.

7VT\

FIG. A.2.2. Quantities used in the filter specification.
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In Dishal's notation this is written

cosh ~ l1 '.

\BWa

where the symbols are as defined in Fig. A.2.2. Since e2 is defined in

the filter specification (where l/|/l + e2 is the allowable ripple
magnitude) and the transfer magnitude is specified for some a> where

the attenuation must have some desired value, it is clearly possible to

obtain n, the number of stages.
It has also been shown that if all the resonators have the same

unloaded Q, and if the attenuation zeros of Equation A.2.6 are

moved closer to the real frequency axis by an amount equal to the in¬

verse of the unloaded j2 of the resonators, then these newly positioned
left half-plane zeros will define the reactances of the new network

which will produce our desired attenuation shape when the reactance

elements used have the assumed finite unloaded Q. Since the attenua¬

tion zeros of a physically realizable network cannot appear in the right
half-plane, this fixes the lowest allowable resonator j2's. Thus, the

smallest allowable resonator unloaded Q which can be used to pro¬

duce our desired attenuation is equal to the inverse of the perpendic¬
ular distance between the ja) axis and that zero which is closest to

this axis.

Writing j- = jm in Equation (A.2.1), we have

G12

1

\+(iCHH-js)

For convenience, let ^ = — js. Poles of interest occur when

CnCd=±- (A.2.3)
e

If we now let % = cos w and w = u -\-jv, then Equation (A.2.3) becomes

Cn (^) = cos nw = cos nu cosh nv —7'sin nu sinh nv = ± — >
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which is satisfied when

cos nu cosh nv = 0 (A.2.4)

1
and sin ## sinh »2> = ±— (A.2.5)

f

Since cosh nv =£ 0, then Equation (A.2.4) is satisfied only when

cos nu = 0 or when

1 n
u =— (2/6 — 1)— k = 1,2,3,.. .,2«

n 2

At these values of u, sin nu = ± 1 so that

w = sinh~1 —

e

We define the value of v satisfying this equation to be a, so that

1
, ,

1
a sinh^1 —

We next determine the pole positions in the j-plane from the relation¬

ship
ji

s=jcosw =jcos (u-\-jv) = /'cos

Expanding, the pole locations are given by

(2k~l)+Ja
Zn

a/, = ± sinh a sin •
— (A.2.6)

n 2

where k = 1,2,3,.. .,2«

i ,
2k— 1 n

and m^ = cosh a cos •
—

n 2

These two equations give the positions of the attenuation zeros in the

.r-plane.
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Thus the minimum unloaded resonator Q is given by

J 1

sinh | — sinh ~i — | sin —

n e i In

(with k = 1), or in the notation of Dishal,

Jeio min

f°lBW« sinh (1- sinh-
,

1 ) sin
^

wheref0 is the centre frequency.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Ubertragung von amplituden-
modulierten Signalen mit unterdriicktem Trager behandelt. Dieses

Verfahren unterscheidet sich von den Systemen mit reduziertem

Trager dadurch, dass der Trager vom Empfanger erzeugt wird und

seine Frequenz und Phase nur aus der Information, die in den Seiten-

bandern enthalten ist, gesteuert wird. Der Sender gibt dabei seine ge-

samte Leistung ausschliesslich in den Seitenbandern ab und ist in

seinem Aufbau extrem einfach, was durch einen Gegentakt- oder

Bruckenmodulator erreicht werden kann.

Das Verfahren weist gleichzeitig eine Fading-Verminderung auf

und arbeitet mit einem Homodyndetector. Dies ist von Vorteil bei

frequenzabhangigem Fading und frequenzabhangigem Ubertragungs-

weg. Ein gewisser Grad von Storungsunterdriickung ist moglich.
Daneben sind Verstarkung und Selektivitat gegeniiber benachbarten

Kanalen durch den Niederfrequenzteil der Anordnung gewahrleistet.
Da das Prinzip des Uberlagerungsempfangers nicht verwendet wird,
fallen eine Anzahl Storungsursachen weg.

Der Empfanger wird im Rahmen der Arbeit hinsichtlich seines

Fang- und Haltebereichs und auf seine Eignung bei frequenzabhangi¬

gem Fading untersucht. Auch die Moglichkeit der Storungsunter¬

driickung wird diskutiert. Ein Verfahren der automatischen Frequenz-

steuerung wird angegeben, das zusatzlich zu der bekannten, mittels

Phasenkontrolle arbeitenden Frequenzregelung wirkt. Zur Uberprii-

fung dieser Tatsachen wurdeneinVersuchsempfanger und ein Sender

gebaut, dessen beide Seitenbander unabhangig voneinander moduliert

werden konnten. Der hiezu erforderliche Breitband-Phasenschieber

wurde neu entwickelt. Dabei benotigt man Filter mit steilen Flanken,

deren Entwicklung als mechanische Filter ebenfalls beschrieben wird.

Dieser Phasenschieber kann selbstverstandlich auch anderweitig Ver-

wendung finden.
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